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Ivhile that of lZiou Vieux a t  the southeast appears to owe its direction in 
great meuure to the distribution of rocks in that region. This erosion 1s 
later than the middle Tertiary and, by most writers, is referred tQ the 
Quaternary. Al l  phenomena testify to its recent origin. The valleys, 
for the most part, are narrow and the hill slopes are abrupt, while the 
summits are clearly remnants of a plain. The granitic rock on the west 
side has yielded much the same topography as that of the Coal Measures 
area. The steep hillsides must have been captured early by vegetation, as 
they show comparatively little gashing. 

The later work of removal has been confined chiefly to corrasion, and 
erosion has done comparatively little toward leveling the region. But a 
long-an terior erosion, probably preceding the Jurassic and following the 
time of folding and faulting, removed the Permian and newer portions 
of the Coal Measures from much of the basin and exposed the oldest de- 
posits in the southeast. The Quaternary erosion increased the area in 
which the early beds reach the surface; while trenching of the basin by 
valleys 400 to GO0 feet deep hm made the coals accemible a t  many place8 
and rrndered possible those mining operations which have attained so 
peat economical importance. 

Roisfic'. forty vears ago, recognized a t  least two dktinct systems of 
deposits and suggested that the succession might be divided into three. 
Bcrgeron, twenty pcws ago, determined the three systems, Auzits, Cam- 
pagnac and Bourran. This division may not be supported strongly by 
paleontological evidence, but it is sufficiently distinct, for the physical 
conditions are unlike in the several systems. 

The Auzits system consiRts of a succmion of conglomerates, sandstones 
and some shales, the materials having come almost wholly from the south- 
rrn bordrr. Thrw depotits have been exposed by erosion, and they 
undrr the newer rocks at  a very short diRtance north from the Riou 
Vieux; but the upper beds are a t  the Rurfacc? in the valley of Riou Mort, 
on thr rastern border. This system includes toward the base the Soulier- 
Abiracs coal hed and, apparently higher, the unimportant coal depopits 
north from Arizits known BR the beds of 1'Estang. 

The Campagnac system. beginning with the coal bed known as Rulhe, 
Campagnac, PalepretP. Rniiqiiiw, in the Reveral localities where it i~ 
workd. consiets very larply of conglomerates with some Randstones and 
sha1c.c. Its rocks arr exposed in much of the eastern half of the bmin. 
and thr p e a t  coal bed a t  the bottom i R  mined a t  many places. Thr cnn- 
glomerates are Ahown frPquent1.v on the roads and, though the composi- 
tion varies. the featiirrs arr Ruch aa to show that fiuhfltantiallv the Ramp 
phrfiical conditions prrvnilcd along most of the streams which ~iipplirtl 
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the material. The deposit of congloiiierate began very won after accu- 
mulation of the Campagnac coal bed. 

The Bourran system, beginning with the Grande Couche de Bourran, 
known as Kegrins, Crol, Fraysse. Finny, Bourran, Saint-Roch at  thc 
several mines, consits of ahales and slialy sandstones succeeded by a con- 
siderable thickness of coarse, more or lese conglomeratic sandstone. It oc- 
cupiee the central and western parts of the basin ; and a small area, caught 
in the jaws of faults, remains on the eastern side near Firmy. The 
studies by Bergeron, .lardel and Picandet leave little room for doubting 
that practically all of the water-carried deposits west from the central 
line of the basin date from the beginning of the Bourran system. 

The Decazeville basin, unlike that of Commentry, is characterized by 
great irregularity of structure, the beds being folded and faulted in com- 
plicated fashion. The folds will be noted in the local descriptions, but 
the principal faults must be tnentioned here that those descriptions may 
be clear. 

The Grande Faille de Bagnautl is distinct at la Puech, the summit of 
the road from Firmy to Cransac. about a mile east from the latter tom; 
hut southeast from la Puerh it rould not be traced, as exposures thencct to 
Auzits are indefinite; northward, however, i t  seems to be crossed by the 
Riou Bane1 and its existence is highly probable thence to Riou Mort at 
Decazeville, where a well-marked fault exitlts. Northeast from Cransac, 
the throw is sufficient to bring the Campagnac and Bourran beds to nearly 
tho same level. 

An east and w e d  fault pas~eri from thr Bagnautl fault to thc eastern 
border; it will be spoken of BR the Firmy fault. A third fault is very 
distinct between the outcrops of the Bourran bed, northwat from Cran- 
sac. A fourth was recognized hy Bergeron, Jardel and Picandet in the 
south-rentral part of the basin ant1 designated as the Grande Faille de 
Lugan. These four are the only one8 with extensive throw, but the mine 
maps and the dkouvertes exhibit many others of 20 to 50 feet, some of 
them very complicated. Thew, however. though numerous and prrplex- 
ing to the mining engineers, need no consideration here. 

The writer’s detailed observationR were made in the space bet.wren thr 
Riou Mort and the Ruisseau de I’Enne, where the coal beds h a w  their 
chirf drvelopment ; but the mitheast comer aa well as the area north 
from Riou Mort mas visited and the relations were made out. N o  studies 
were attrmpted along the muthcrn border or in the southwest tmner. 
where investigation8 bv Bergeron, Jardel and Picandet have made the 
conditions so clear that nothing rsrept visual familiarity with thr plir- 
nomrna could lu gained hv an examination. For the localities not ri+ 

itrd. citations will  he madc from thr memoir hy  those stlidrnts. 
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The Auzits system of Bergeron.-'rhe Auzits system is exposed in the 
southeast corner of the basin and passes under the Campagnac a t  a little 
way north from Biou Vieux. Only the highest beds are shown farther 
north along the eastern side, so that its full extent cannot be determined. 
The faults bounding the basin at  the east bring the newer systems against 
the old rocks. The earliest deposits of the system are not shown along 
the road followed by the writer, as they are within the space inclosed by 
the Soulier outcrop. The oldest deposit assigned to this system is near 
Antaignargues, where a mica-schist breccia, composed of great blocks with 
angles barely rounded, rests on the mica schist of the region. Above this 
and passing over to the mica schist is a conglomerate, which has been fol- 
lowed for several kilometers ; its fragments are smaller and much more 
rounded, though still breccia-like ; they are mica schist, microgranulite 
and white quartz. This is succeeded by a conglomerate rich in micro- 
granulite a t  the wed, but in granulitized mica schist a t  the east. The 
overlying rock is a coarae sandstone of more or less greenish tint, becom- 
ing ye1Iowkh eastward. The coarse 
rocks underlying that coal bed have an extreme thickness of 200 meters, 
as determined by A. Jardel. 

In going northwest .ard from Auzita, one h d s  only indefinite expo- 
#urea along the road, and those are mostly sandstone. The 1'E:stang coal 
beds are reached in somewhat more than a half-mile from the village. 
little is known respecting them bey&d the fact that a company formed 
for their exploitation soon came to grief, but evidently coal is present in 
small quantity. The incomplete exposures show only some thin streaks 
of coal associated with shale, and not coarse sandstone, dipping northeast- 
ward]! a t  approximately 30 degrees. A similar sandstone is exposed on 
the opposite Ride of the Rtream. These beds are above the middle of the 
Anxits system. 

TRRS than half a mile beyond the 1'Estang property, one reaches an 
abandoned coal opening at  about 500 feet south from the road. Expo- 
surw along the road are widely disconnected, and one passing along can- 
not determine the relations; but loose pebbles on the hillsides a t  several 
places indicate the existence of a conglomerate, which is well marked at 
the opening, and there is clearly an underlying sandstone which is asso- 
ciated with the coal bed. The opening is on the Soulier bed, the first 
well-defined coal deposit in the basin. The coal was not seen, as the 
opening ir, cloned by mud and water, but the dip is northward at about 30 
degrees. On another tributary stream, possibly half a mile farther, there 
W&R at one time an extensive group of openings from which a large quan- 
tity of coal was taken out. The works eeem to have been abandoned com- 

This contains the Soulier coal bed. 
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pletely and a definite measurement of the bed cannot be obtained now ; 
but A. Jardel states that the bed is double, divided by a thick clay part- 
jng, and in all about 16 feet thick. The strike of the bed has been 
changed to almost north-south, for the openings are along the stream 
which flows toward the north. There is in this space a fold with sharp 
northward pitch, there being easterly dips on the Auzita side, northerly 
dips where the coal was first reached, and now on the western side dis- 
tinctly westerly dip, so that the Soulier bed has an elongated curved out- 
crop. The thickness is such that one should expect to find the bed in a 
boring at a considerable distance north from Riou Vieux. 

Separated from the coal bed by a sandstone rich in feldspar is an extra- 
ordmarily coarse conglomerate, broken by thin shales and, at its maxi- 
mum, almost 400 feet thick as determined by A. Jardel. This, the 
feldspathic conglomerate of Bergeron, Jardel and Picandet, is persistent 
eastward to where it passes under Riou Vieux and equally persistent 
southward along the western side of the exposed area. It consista mostly 
of microgranulite pebbles, thoroughly rounded and varying from one inch 
to upwards of one foot in diameter, those of the largest size being very 
numerous. Study of these frag- 
ments enabled those investigators to determine finally the source of the 
materials ; the microgranulite came from the areas indicated on the map, 
the most distant being, at its southern termination, barely four miles 
south from Riou Vieux. This conglomerate seem to become less coame 
east and west from the first coal opening observed. The sandstones and 
shales enclosing the l 'h tang coal beds have been taken by Bergeron, 
Jardel and Picandet as being most probably equivalent to the upper part 
of the conglomerate, which has its full development a t  half a mile toward 
the west. Those students have worked out the details of the area so thor- 
oughly by investigation of the fragments as to prove beyond question that 
three little streams entering near Auzits, Haute Serre and Lugan, con- 
tributed to the formation of these deposits, now exposed in an area of 
about three sqiiare miles, and that the coiirse of the main or central 
stream during deposition of the later beds is marked distinctly by distri- 
bution of the larger fragments. 

The feldspathic conglomerate is mcceeded by conglomerate8 and shales, 
in all about 600 feet &R detrrmind by A. Jardel, which continue to the 
top of the system; thev are exposed here and there beyond Rion Vieux. 
The extreme thickness of the AuaitA Ryetem is not far from 1800 feet, the 
measurement being made along the linc of maximum developmmt, near 
the supposed courAe of the Haute Sene stream. The average thicknefifi 
i~ very much Irss. 

Pebbles of other rocks occur locally. 
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T h e  (. 'a//tpu!/?m sysfcni of Heu/c,rorc.-'I'he tieposits of thr ('aiiipngnac 
<!stein in the biouthedskrn part of tlir baein are cleariy a continuation of 
those seen within the Auzits. !or stud! of the included fragments h v e s  
no room for duubt~rip that they came from the south. 'J'h(2 outc.rops of 
the coals give eiidence of the r~lationshjp, which is not masked b! tlie 
Bagnaud faul t .  as t h  s;crtioii swiiis to he coiitin~ious along the eastern 
side to hnii!. \\ hercA ollcA rciaclira the Bourran syslein. 

Folding a i d  ~uOw~iiieiit erosion have rt~nioved inuch of the ('ainpapnat. 
coal bed from the soutlieastcm corner. how much, of course, cannot he 
determined. But the series from the upper part of the Auzits into t h v  
Campagnac i6: dietinctlv conformable, and the dips in the Rulhe Ikd, as 
well as in its branch. Iiicliardie, would carry the coal only a short clis- 
tame a l m P  the hills on the southerly side of Iliou Vieux. The cmdi- 
tions justify the suggestion that tlie ('ainpagnac coal h d  at one tiiiie wv- 
ered much (If the Auzits area. The ('ampapnac deposits were made in 
this southern area bv the three streams already mentioned,*and the char- 
acter of the material shows that each was torrential and short, not marc 
than three or at most four miles long. 

The outcrop of the Canipagnac coal bed extends pracAtically to th(2 
southern edge of the Basin. Sear the hamlet of Ilulhe, the bed iR said t o  
be irregular, tending to he-form,  and it ifi  triple, the main bed being on 
top. Half a inik farther north, near where the outcrop ie crossed bv 
lliou Vieiix, the intiwale between thr  divisionfi increasr and the lower 
benches show an east and west outmop a8 they cram the fold. Central;! 
along this, they have a northward dip, showing that the fold retains its 
pitch in that direction. The Bagnaud fault interrupts the continuity at 
the north end of this area, but the condition was the Bame throughout, for 
near (!ransac the outcrop of the main bed rurvm toward the east, to hv 
c+ut off bv the fault. 

On Iliou Vieux, the Campagnac brd is rrached just beyond the placv 
where the railroad from Auzits tn Viviez leaves that dream. The mine 
ha Iwn ahandonrd. and no examination of the coal could be made, but it 
ifi  apparently on a lonrr division of the bed, prohaldy the Cowhe (if ,  
Hichardie. Thr ovcrlving rocks are shalc and sandston~ with. a t  somv- 
what more than 30 fret above the entry, a fiandstone containing much 
t.ImFlomcratr. At ahnut one third of a mile farther. one come8 to thv 
shaft of Sainte Genevieve on the main bed. No work was in process 
u Iirn the locality WBR visited, but the minr i R  extensive, the coal havinp 
I w n  removed from a riitlcly t r ianplar  fipace almost 1100 by 1700 fret. 
'1'hv coal i p  said t o  hr 45 feet thick. An exposure at ahout 75 fret ahow 
the  cnal a n d  rontinning for nrarly 200 frrt ahowrrl slialrP underlxing t h r  
~ - ~ I n ~ l o n i t m t c ~  ;Ind thc i l i 1 )  I!: alinnst wiltlinest a t  I8 to 20 degrees. 



Pits have been opened at  w e r a l  iJl&CC% betiwen SaiItte C;eneuic.\v anti 
Cransac; near the latter place, the C'ornpagnie des Xines de Cransac has 
removed the Cod1 by open workings, or dkouvertes, froni ail estensiw 
area, and now the mining is done in underground workings, \rliicli reach 
westwardly for a long distance, tlie coal having been taken out to  a dis- 
tance of more than a kilometer from tlie shaft. Faults are very numer- 
ous, and the coal varies from 33 to almost 100 feet in thickness. 

Exposures outside of the great dkcouvertes are so rare that any con- 
tinuous section becomes interesting to the student. I n  going eastward 
along the railroad from Cransac station, one comes to a through cut  in 
shales. These have been stripped alongside from a considerable space in 
order to secure the ironstone which they contain. The succession. dc- 
wending, is, the thicknesses being estimated, 

1. Dark RhaIe wlth Ironstone :and stre:iks ol c o a l . ,  . . . . . . . . . . . .  
2. Shales, mostly hard. weather yellowlsh. are gray or dr:ih on 

fresh surfare . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
3. Shale, dlstorted, wlth Irregular of coal toward the 

bottom . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . .  
4. Shales, rather bard, d:wk to br 

band ..................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
5. Shales wlth IronRtone and ton1 stre:ilin.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
6. Coal and clny, wlth 3 Inches of flred:ip IM~ow..  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
7. Shale and coal Rtreaks.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
8. Shale, mostly drab. weathers diirk. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
9. Coal, Irregulnr, wltb clny pnrtlng. ......................... 

..................... 
Irregular pockeh of 

coal ..................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
12. Coal In IenFcR of 12 InrheR thlcknenn. mlngled wltb flrerlny.. . 
13. Shale and sandstone, 8ome conglomerate. . . . . . .  
14. Sandstone and shale, wlth Irregular IenHes of co i i l .  . . . . . . . . . .  

No. 9 iR thicker on the southern side of the railroad, and it is said tin 
reach three feet at some places, but it is always irregular. The under- 
lving shales and Randfitonea rifie very rapidlv on that aide toward the east. 
and they are fihown in soinrwhat distorted condition on the northerlv sidr 
where the Rulhe-CrsnFac road c rnsm the railroad. The dips there art' 
all  westward, varying from 21 to 36 degrees, hut on the other side of thr 
railroad, the dips in the fiarnr direction increafie to 60 degrees. Evidently 
the axis of a fold is near, hnt it  is not exposed. The lenses of coal in No. 
12 are apparently fragments of a m a l l  bed broken up during the shiiqi 

folding. No effort wae madr to drtennine the exart rrlations of this srr- 
tion, but it i s  in thr C a m p a p a c  GyPtrm a t  a rnnaiderahle difitanre aborr 
the main coal hml : ,judging frorr i  r~pos i i re~  elsewhrrr. the condiiionx ma\ 
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be local, but the section is of interest, as it is of the type familiar to those 
who work in American coal fields. 

Eastward from the main outcrop, the southeast area of the Campagnac 
system reaches almost to the village of Firmy and covem most of the area 
north from Riou Vieux. The road from Auzita to Firmy follows a very 
tortuous line, as divides between the several streams are high and rather 
rugged, showing the hard conglomerates of the Campagnac system. On 
the ridge road, northeast from Auxits, one sees the reddish brown, more 
or less conglomeratic be& of the Permian resting on the mica schist. 
Within an eighth of a mile the Coal Measurea are reached, but the expo- 
sures of conglomerate and shale are fragmentary. They belong to the 
Auzits system and have northeasterly dips. As one descends from the 
summit near la Vignerie towards la Bussikre, half a mile from Cransac, he 
sees an occasional exposure of shale, with here and there something which 
resembles a coal blossom and a t  times a block of conglomerate shows 
itself. The deposita belong to the Campagnac and the traces of coal 
mark places of the lower subdivisions of the Campagnac bed. At la 
Buasihe, where the road crosses the Rukseau de I'Enne, coal has been 
mined, but  the bed seem to be unimportant. 

From la Bussihre up to la Puech, the summit between Cransac and 
Firmy, there are many though disconnected  exposure^, but, in the upper 
part, there is an exposure of nearly 100 feet of shale, sandstone and con- 
glomerate underlying a coal cropping near the summit. That coal seems 
to be the highest of the Campagnac divisions, possibly the Couche de 
Mazol. It underlies about 15 or 20 feet of shale on which rests a massive 
conglomerate. When the summit is reached at  la Puech, one Rees'the 
bold conglomerate as a rounded boss descending toward Firmy. The 
Bagnaud fault is crossed west from the summit, but it i R  obscure farther 
toward the southeast, and it does not interfere with continuity of the sec- 
tion. The conglomerata of the Campagnac Rystem are sharply defined 
to within half a mile of the village of Firmy. 

The second important area of the Campagnac is bounded at  the south 
by the Firmy fault. It extends continuously to the north end of the 
basin and is limited at  the west by the outcrop of the Bourran coal bed. 

Along the eastern outcrop, going northwardly from Firmy, the charac- 
terktic conglomerates of the Campapac system appear somewhat 
abruptly a t  about half a mile from that village, the fault having been 
crossed near the hamlet of la Foresie. The coal bed has been opened at 
la Oouzinie and la Buscalie, but no work is in process. The dip at la 
Buecalie is not wholly definite, but i t  is westerly at not more than 18 de- 
grees. The important work in process, south from Riou Mort, is at Tra- 
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mont, the “dkouverte nouvelle,” recently opened by the Decazeville 
company. This great excavation is at  the summit of a narrow ridge and 
opens to both north and south. 

The road southward from Decazeville to Tramont passes the g a n d e  
dkouverte on the Bourran bed, the Bourran shaft on the mme bed, aa 
well aa the broad expanse on which the Decazeville company roasts the 
blackband ore. Where the road turns eastward a t  somewhat more than 
a mile from Decazeville, an exposure of sandstone and conglomerate, be- 
longing to the Campagnac system, dips westwardly a t  26 to 30 degrees, 
and a similar dip is shown at another exposure beyond. The Campagnac 
coal bed has been mined for a long time along the west face of the ridge 
at about 260 feet above Decazeville, and work is still carried on in some 
of the openings. The last dip observed in coming up the hill is westward, 
but a t  the first pit reached, the dip is eastward at 65 degrees, so that a 
sharp fold haa been crossed within 500 feet. At that pit, the coal under- 
lies a coarw conglomerate, but a t  the entrance to the dkouverte, 100 
yarde beyond, the coal is covered by five to six feet of clay shale. The 
short through cutting which leads into the dkouverte shows the coal 
greatly disturbed, and a complex fold is displayed on the westerly wall 
within the quarry. As the longer axis of the dkouverte crosses the fold 
diagonally, a good section of the coal is exposed in the easterly wall, 
where dieturbances are of limited vertical extent. The foIlowing meas- 
urements are approximately correet, as they are almost vertical to the 
bedding. The order is descending : 

1. Conglomerate ...................................... 
2. Coal and shale; very Irregular owlng to eroslon durlng 

deposltlon of the overtylng rock: con1 and shale 
layers a re  very dlstlnct ; but 5lms of coal pass down- 
ward lnto the underlying Shale a8 Irremlar wedges. 
4 feet to ....................................... 

3. Clay shale; thls also bas been removed In placw; It 
contalns numerous plant Impressions mlth 5lms nnd 
lenfie~ of coal. a8 well as  some Ironstone. . . . . . . . . .  

4. Coal. 3 to 4 Inchea, black shale, 6 to 8 Inches.. . . . . . . .  
5. Clay shale, somewhat contorted. contalns streaks of 

conl. some of whlch come from below and extend ror 
a foot or more acrofis the lamlne. .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

6. Coal, wIth regular roof, many thln part lnp,  of ap- 

7. Coal and argillaceous 6andPtone; 7 layers of coal and 
5 of sandstone. In Rome places. the Con1 layern he- 
come thln and the mass Is moytly sandstone. while 
In others the upper sandFtones dlsappesr and the 
coal layerq b m n i e  contlnuouR wlth the overlylng 

parently mlneral charcoal ....................... 

Feet Inches 

0 

0 
10 

7 

6 
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bench. The lower 2 feet, very arglllaceous, contains 
many strings rising from the underlylng coal and 
dloldlng Into brunches. This Is one o! the most per- 
sistent members of the sectlon.. .......... .6 feet to 

8. Coal, cvntalnlng several thin clay streaks and partings, 
which seem to be persistent ulong the whole face of 
the wall. The coal is very regular, hnvfng suffered 
little dlstortion. The dip Is 25 degrees E. N. E.. . . . .  

9. Clay and coal, the latter midway and 8 Inches thick; 
the clay Is light colored and has thln fllms of coal.. 

10. Coal, wltb two clay partings apparently persistent and 
varylng from 1 to 3 Inches; they carry fame iron- 
stone ............................................ 

12. Coal, wlth four partings, all very thin except when iron- 
stone Is present; balls of iron-stone are cvInmon In 
the coal. which Is alwuys distorted around them.. .. 

13. Ironstone, perslsteut.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . I  inch to 
14. Coal ............... 
16. Ironstone . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
16. Coal wlth perslstent thln clay partlng midway . . . . . . . .  

The beds, Nos. 8 to 16 Inclusive, mny be tskeii as :I 

17. Coal and clay shale; 4 bands of coal. 4 to 19 Inches, 
and 4 of clay, 4 to 10 Inches; all showlng great 
variation In thickness. Thln streaks of coal are In 
each of the Rhak bands ........................... 

18. Clay fibale, irregularly bedded, somewhat distorted, h : i R  

a 2 to 8 Inch coal layer and severnl thinner streaks.. 
Thls mass Is a notable feature on the opposlte wall. 

19. Cmi  with thln partings., . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
20. Shale with ironstone. .................... . 2  Inches to 
21. ( h i 1  fvlth midway :i lany piirting of 2 to 8 Inc,heR.. . . .  
22. Clay. perslstent. Irregular. contnlns a lens of coal.. . . .  
23. Coal ............................................... 
24. Shale. dark. arglllaceous . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .O lnchm to 
2.5. Sandstone. ~ n a r ~ r .  feldRpatblr : hardly coamr enough 

to be conglomerate. a8 no Pr:igmentR larger than a 
pra were fieen. The thickness Is uncertain RA thls 
rork, shonw only mldway in the decouverte. is folded 
closely; as ~ x p n s d  In B plt I t  seems to br not legs 
thnn . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

11. Clay, perslsteut along the whole face ........ 

single ma68, 28 feet thlck. 

Xos. 23 and 24 fold o w r  the fiandstnne. 

Feet Inches 

9 

10 

1 

2 
0 

9 
0 
2 
0 
1 

6 

8 

6 
0 
4 
1 
5 
1 

15 

0 

5 

8 

2 
2 

5 
2 
0 
5 
8 

0 

0 

0 
6 
n 
8 
0 
0 

0 

Ignoring the lagem shovc So. 6, the bed, known here as the Palevrets, 
i p  about 70 feet thick ; the coal on this easterly Ride is very regular in bed- 
ding and Rhowa f w  traces of disturbance: in that regpect it i s  greatly in 
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eontrsst with condition8 to be described in the Bourran bed; and it is un- 
expected, for on the western side of this dkouverte, one finds the most 
complicated of the folds in this basin. 

The conglomerate, overlying the coal in sonie places but separated from 
it by clay shale a t  others, is recognizable at once as that belonging in the 
Campagnac svstein. 111 ascmding order. the suecession a t  Tramont is 

Feet 
I .  Conglornerute. Hght gray;  pebbles vary froiu gralns to 10 

iriches, ordlu:irlty not more than 3 Iiiches, though those of 
4 Inches :ire abundant ; wblte quartz. microgranulite, white 
uilca schlst and gnelss are the rocks represented: some 
l:irge chunks of shale :IS well ;ts lrregulxr blocks of coal 
were seeti In the lower portlon. ......................... 

2. Sandstone. sotnewhat arglllnceous. iiot coarse gralned, a few 
pebbles, mutB c*ross.bedded ; contalris streaks of coal and 
coaly materlnl . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  3 

3. Congloiuer:ite. l l k r  No. 1. except that the pelhles nre not so 
large . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  5 

'I%e dip I N  e:istw:trci l ike  thnt  of :in uncierl~ing c,o:iI: It 
passes rather nhruptly Into 

4. Sandstone, flne xraliied :ind c.rosr-beddet1 above. where It Is 
imrkedly :irglllnccwus ; the lower ~mrtloii (eiitiilns some 
prtihlee. hut they are m : i I l  :iud not ahuiitkint; lenses of 

5. Mnsslve c-ouglonierates, ihsely reseuiblluc. Nos. 1 and 3, 

9 

coal, 2 to 3 feet long and 2 Inches thick.. . . . . . . . .  .H feet to 

dlvlded by an ocwslon;il nhnlg h e d . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

12 

40 

Still higher beds are here, hilt tlzw w w  not irwiisiircvl. I'vidently 
there is a sii(w'ssion of mostly coarw (~~iiiplnnii~rat.e f o r  more than 150 feet 
a h o w  the Paleyrets bcd. Sorne prtts f;iiilts wrc' swn in the eastern wall 
near the line of measiircJment, hilt the Iarprst is h r d v  10 fed. The 
whole series. coal and conglomeratr, has the Raine (lip; hut t h ~  contact 
hetween the con,olomerate and the i ippvr  parts of the coal hed shorn8 nota- 
hle uncomformability of erosion. At times, everything has been removed 
down to No. 6 ;  occasionally the upper portion of So .  2 was lifted like R 

flap and the mass of pebbles thriist i n  iindri. it as a wedge. At several 
places. the top coal is bcnt down iznder thp co~iglomer~tr, the lamina! fol- 
lowing rudely the contact hetwren i.oaI and conglomcratc ; at some other 
place8 the upper layer& of the srction were Rhoved into irregular folds and 
conglomerate occupies the !ywlinalfi. I t  is evident that the pawage from 
coal making to deposition of cong1ornrrat.e miis very abrript and that the 
wal ,  though perhaps well ailsani.i4 in  transforinat ion, WRP fitill imper- 
fwtlv consolidated. 

In the wefitern wall. the ( ~ ~ i i l  i d  thr accompiin\iiig rwkP havc heen 
p i m h d  into an excecdingl~ claw doublr  fold This IicginF at R 1 1 t t k  d ie  
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tance north from the dkouverte and increases very rapidly toward the 
southead. At the bottom of the western wall, the sandstone, No. 25, 
rises barely 6 feet above the floor of the excavation; a t  120 feet southward, 
it is 15 and at an equal distance farther it is 26 feet above the floor. The 
fold continues to increase; in the western wall the top of the coal is 
reached on the sixth bench, whereas on the eastern wall the coal rises to 
the tenth bench and the crest has not been reached. Apparently the fold 
extends southwardly to the Firmy fault. The full extent of the dis turb 
ance is not shown in the dkouverte wall, for the folding is conspicuous 
beyond on the way down the hill. The anticlinal evidently consists of 
not less than three close folds in a width of not more than 350 feet. The 
coal is removed in  benches, each about 13 feet high. 

That the fold is a t  leaat double is apparent a t  once in the first bench 
the disturbance is less on the northeaeterly side and there the succession 
is regular. The same condition is found on the second bench, where the 
partings of No. 6 are undisturbed, though the coal has been pressed into 
lamina, usually almost vertical to the bedding, but sometimes distinctlv 
curved. The mass, Nos. 8 to 16, being somewhat nearer to the axia, is 
more affected, some portions being h e l y  polished. On the third bench 
the coals on the easterly side are often polished like a mirror. On the 
westerly side the coal is cut off by a fold in the shales, but farther on both 
coal and shale13 reappear. This coal comes up thick from the second 
bench, but in the folding it was cut out by the conglomerate, which comes 
down from the fourth bench. 
In this fourth bench the conglomerate describes two petty folds and 

then turns almost vertically alongside of the coal. Though folded with 
the coal, the conglomerate is not conformable with it, for almost 20 feet 
of the coal is missing. The relations seem to suggest that when the con- 
glomerate was deposited, the coal wm torn away; indeed, one is almost 
justified in conceiving that here is cut the course of a streamlet loaded 
with pebbles, for a t  a few feet from the abrupt change in dip, conglomer- 
ate is fieen resting on the edges of the coal and shale. Above the con- 
glomerate is a mass of more or l e ~ s  argillaceous, crossbedded rock, Nos. 
2, 3 and 4 of the overlying section, apparently much thicker than in the 
eastern wall, for i t  reaches to the top of the fifth bench. In crossing the 
axis here, two folds are eeen, but the coal is still quite regular on the 
eaRterly side. 

On the fifth bench, on the wwterly side, the shaly beds of the conglom- 
erate seem to follow the folding of the underlying conglomerate, but ex- 
posures on the bench above indicate that the apparently increased thick- 
nws is due to a fiqwmc and that the more yielding rock has been premed 
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into a pocket between the two rigid conglomerates. On this bench, the 
double fold becomes more intricate, for the westerly wrinkle has been 
pushed past the vertical, the conglomerate underlies the coal, while the 
shaly mass above the conglomerate shares in the fold. On the easterly 
side, the conglomerate rests on the eroded surface of No. 6, but at a few 
feet away it has the same dip as Nos. 8 to 16, which underlie the badly 
crushed and contorted mass, No. '7. 

The highat exposure of the coal is on the sixth bench, where it is over- 
lain by shale. The coal rises to not more than three feet above the floor 
of this bench. Thirty feet away on the easterly side the conglomerate is 
at the floor; a t  the crest of the fold, it is 10 or 12 feet; a t  25 feet away 
toward the southwest it is again at the floor. But in the latter interval 
it describes an extremelv close fold ; the two conglomerates are almost in  
contact; the shaly mass has been SO squeezed that barely one foot of shale 
separates the conglomerates, the rest being in the pocket seen on the 
lower bench. This shale has laminae of carbonaceous matter, which paae 
down vertically alongside of the conglomerate, in which the pebblea have 
their longer axis almost vertical. 

The distortion of the conglomerate is most marked on the southwesterly 
side of the fold, the dip being quite regular on the opposite side. The 
severe effect of the crush was expended on the coal and the shaly beds 
above the first conglomerate, which moved between the massive beds above 
and below, giving local faulting in the coal and local crumpling in the 
shales. Higher up on the hillside, where one reachee the thicker con- 
glomerates, evidence of extreme distortion is wholly wanting, and the 
dips throughout are comparatively regular. 

The easterly outcrop of the Campagnac-Paleyrett, coal bed has been 
followed northwardly beyond Riou Mort to the Lot River a t  the north 
end of the basin. The Qrande Faille de Bagnaud evidently crosses Riou 
Mort just west from Decazeville, for the conglomerates of the Campagnac 
system are reached at  little more than 50 rods north from that stream ; 
but no trace of them appears in the hills west from Decazeville, where 
apparently all of the deposita belong to the Bourran or highest system. 

The Campagnac conglomerates appear rather abruptly on the road 
leading northward from Decazeville to Ievinhac by way of the hamlet of 
les Estaques, and they remain in sight almost continuously until one 
pmes  beyond the Bouquies mine near the river. Those conglomerates, 
in beds 6 to 20 feet thick, alternate with fine grained sandstones and ar- 
gillaceous shales, 8 to 10 feet thick, showing alternations of torrential and 
moderate flow in the stream which supplied the material. The pebbles, 
often flattened in shape, are one to three inchw long, but many of them 
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have a longer diameter of six inches. The difference in form 88 well as 
in the composition of the pebbles enabled Bergeron, Jardel and Picandet 
to determine that the stream giving this deposit entered the basin at  the 
n o r t h w t  near the Pont de Bourran. The dip of these beds, though 
slightly interrupted at times, is southwestward or south of west a t  not 
far from 30 degrees, until one passes the summit a t  lee Estaques, some 
what more than a mile north from Decazeville. 

At barely 750 feet from the fork in the road at lea Estaques, a con- 
glomerate is shown dipping south of west a t  30 degrees; but there the 
dip is reversed to north of east. At 300 yards farther the southwestward 
dip is resumed, and it is retained until one is directly above the entrance 
to the Bouquies mine. There a deep side cut shows a sharp fold with 
steeper dips on the northeasterly side, the beds being almost vertical; but 
thie decreases to 20 degrees within a few rods, and that rate continues as 
far as the beds were followed. The exposure at this place show8 between 
sandy and conglomerate beds, a mass of shale almost 25 feet thick and 
containing some thin streaks of coal. 50 other trace of carbonaceous 
material w a ~  observed at  any exposure along this line; this exposure is 
more than 200 feet above the Bouquies mine. N o  closer determination 
was made, aa atmospheric conditions rendered the aneroid useless. The 
coal a t  this mine was not measured; it is reported as being 48 feet thick. 

The Campagnac deposits show only slight differencm in type, and such 
as are shown are due mostly to the sources whence the materials were 
derived. They were made by streams from the southeast and northeast, 
and the physical structure of the deposits shows that practically similar 
conditions of flow existed contemporaneously on all. The thickness of 
the Campagnac system varies. A cross section constructed by Saint- 
Martin of the Campagnac company seems to make the interval between 
the Campagnac and Rourran coal beds not far from 1’76 meters a t  the 
bottom of the eyncline west from Cranaac. Rut A .  ,Jardel, director of 
the Decazeville company’s mines, states that in the Puite de Decazes, near 
Cransac, he reached the Campagnac coal s t  about 200 metrm below the 
eurface, and he is inclined to think that the interral bctwpen the bcdP ie 
nearly 300 meters, the dip of 27 to 30 degree8 being ignored. It i8 
wholly probable that each detwmination is correct for its loralitv and 
that the interval between the beds decreases toward the west. A trial pit 
wae ~ u n k  below the Rourran coal bed near Decazeville, but the test was 
not rontinued directly; a t  the bottom of the pit a horizontal entry was 
driven in the direction of the dip and a new pit waa sunk at  its end near 
the hottnm of the svnrline. I t  is difficult to determine accurately the 
relation of the two pit,s to the Bourran bed, but beyond doubt the test 
w m  carried to approximatdy 1000 feet without reaching the Campagnac 
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bed. In this the dip of a t  least 30 degreea is ignored. Apparently, the 
interval between the coal beds is between 750 and 800 feet along the 
middle line of the basin and decreases toward the west. 

A stream entering at the southwest near Valzergues is believed by Ber- 
geron, Jardel and Picandet to have begun its work during the Campagnac 
period. They refer to the agency of this stream an isolated area of 
granite conglomerate south from Valzergues, covering about 30 hectares 
and resting on mica schist. I t  consists of granite blocks, four to five 
meters in diameter, with rounded angles, and the intervals are filled with 
granitic sand rich in feldspar. They think that the peat size of the 
blocks proves that they had been carried only a short distance. Farther 
north is a conglomerate of mica schist and granite, also resting on mica 
schist and succeeded by sandstones and shales containing some thin coal 
beds, which are thought to be older than the Bourran system. 

The Bourran system of Bergeron.-Prior to the close of the Campag- 
nac system, streams bringing noteworthy loads of detritus came almost 
wholly from the south and the northeast, as proved by fragments inclosed 
in the deposits. The outlet of the basin is  supposed by Bergeron, Jarde! 
and Picandet to have been near Firmy, where those observers found a 
commingling of materials from the north and the south. There is every 
reason to accept this conclusion a8 correct. During the long period of 
the Auzits and Campagnac systems, the western part of the basin received 
little material, for except in the extreme southwest corner, there is hardly 
anything on that side which can be recognized as certainly older than the 
Bourran. The Lugan and Valzergues seem to have been important dur- 
ing the formation of the earlier Bourran depositR ; and another, entering 
from the west near the present Moulin dn Faux, is supposed to have be- 
come efficient a t  the beginning of the Bourran. 

The earliest drposit, as described by Bergeron, Jardel and Picandet, is 
a conglomerate formed everywhere of enormous granite blocks, whose 
“colossal dimenfiions” arc sern as one pors from the Riou Vieux up to 
the hamlet of Fanx. Some of them measure “10 metres cubes.” The 
intervals are filled with panitic fiand. and hlocks of granulite are seen 
occasionally. This “granite conglomerate” is followed readily south- 
ward for three milea, to near Montbaxenu. the hlocks becoming Hmaller, 
though still of great size. An insignificant outlier remain8 north from 
Faux on the granite itself The “Eranitr conglomrrate” is !wmedril by 
a mica schifit-micrograniilit~ rrmglomerate, derived in chief part from 
the south; and this in turn i p  r;wcerded bp Randstones and shales with 
some coal beds, most of which arr too thin to repay working. This whole 
series is referred by its dewribem tn the Bourran ywtrm. Its rock8 were 
not examined by the writer. 
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In descending the Enne valley from Cransac to Viviez, one finds only 
few and isolated exposures along both the r a i l r o a d a d  the wagon road. 
For the most part the sandstones, a3 shown, are not very coarse. The 
coal of the Bourran system is cut by the stream, but the thin beds, being 
without economic importance at  present, are not mined, and no trace of 
them wm observed along the roads. At a very little distance from Aubin. 
one passes abruptly from Coal Measures to gneiss and to granite by 
a fault. This granite must be largely of the type which yields readily to 
weathering, as the topography is almost as rounded as that in the basin. 

From Vivicz to Decaxeville along Riou Mort, the conditions are unlike 
those observed in the Enne valley. At Viviez, one is in the mica schists, 
which are less vielding than the granite west from Aubin. The Riou Mort 
valley passes abruptly from the bold angular hills of schiat to the rounded 
hills of the Coal Measures. But before reaching the latter, one crosses 
a narrow prong of microgranulite, which intervenes between the schist 
and the Coal Measures. ' The contact with the latter rocks is not shown 
at  road level on either side of the valley, but on the northerly side the 
concealed space is very small, and one comes quickly to a great conglom- 
erate with the pebbles all rounded and frequently six inches in diameter. 
The exposures begin opposite the pottery at Laboudie and continue to 
within half a mile of Decazeville, the higher beds being less coarae and 
containing much Rhale aa well as fine-grained sandstone. 
On the southern aide, everything ie concealed beyond the microgranu- 

lite exposure for almost half a mile by a thick deposit of stream clay, used 
in the pottery. Beyond that the conglomerate is shown, containing p e b  
bles of white quartz, white mica schist, some of gneiss and very many of 
microgranulite. These pebbles are smaller than those seen on the north- 
e m  side and are from one to three inches in diameter. The source of the 
material is from the direction of Viviez, as suggested by Bergeron, Jardel 
and Picandet. At about 200 yards farther, as one reaches the outskirts 
of Decazeville, an imperfect exposure at  the roabide shows higher rocks 
for 100 feet, 

Feet 
1. Conglomerate wlth wme shale ............................. 10 

The pebble8 are one fourth of an Inch to one Inch: there 
are very few of whlte qnartz. whlte mlca schlat and gnelss 
prevall : none of mlcrogranullte was seen. 

2. Shales, weatherlng llght gray .............................. 
b n t a l n  pockets of coal 2 to 3 lnchee thlck : the shales are 

contorted and the coal pocketa may he fragments of a con- 
tlnuous bed. 

10 

3. Shalm and shaly sandstonrs ........................... 10 

l ' tw dip of Yo. 3 i A  eadward at  about 25 d e p e e .  
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811 of the beds along this line are to be takerr a8 belonging to the 
Bourran system and the Bourran coal bed extends northward beyond 
Biou Mort to be known aa the Couche de Saint-Roch. It is continuous 
almost to the north end of the basin, but, though retaining considerable 
thickness, it contains much shale, and, owing to the proximity of the 
great deposits of both Campagnac and Bourran system, its economic 
importance at  present is very small. 

A t  Decazeville, one reaches the area in which the Bourran bed has its 
great development. The Bourran coal bed has ewaped erosion at only 
one locality in the eastern portion of the basin, where a small area re- 
mained, south from the Firmy fault. The coal haa been mined there 
for much more than a century, but mining operations are almost a t  an 
end, as the workings have reached the village under which the bed 
passes. The ddcouverte is about 2 kilometers long by one fourth to one 
half kilometer wide, and the coal has been removed to be replaced by 
waste from the iron and eteel works at  Decazeville. As now exposed, 
the coal a t  Firmy is compressed into a very close fold, whose axis passes 
directly under the Firmy church. Only a small part of the bed is 
shown, as rubbish covers the slope on both sides of the exposure. The 
dips are abrupt, 50 to 60 degrees on the northwesterly side, but so 
crumpled and distorted on the opposite side that no determination can 
be made. Exposures on the road to Auzits show that the fold is double. 

The company’s engineers give the tliirknem of the coal as. about 60 
feet. Blavier, as cited hy Bergrron. paw the vipihle thickness in 1906 
as 70 meters, and he believed that the mass exceeded 100 meten. This 
exaggerated estimate w a  due to the fact that the workings at  that time 
exposed the face of the double fold. The dips become comparativelv 
gentle a t  a little way from the fold, so that winning of the coal by 
tlkouverte was a pimple and not expensive method, the amount of cover 
to be removed being comparatively Rmall. In this dCcouverte, one oh- 
wwfi the unfortunate tendency of the Bourran coal to fipontaneoiis 
combustion, which has led to 106s of vast quantities of coal in the several 
dkcouvertefi. The ignited mass gives ashes a t  the surface, coke lower 
down and still lower a beautiful anthracite wi th  no apparrnt trace of 
porosity or weakness of structure. ThiR charred coal cannot br utilized 
hy the company, a8 a very small proiwrtion ruinfi the coke. h i t  it i R  pin- 

ploped in manufacture of brick and in snnw other indufitrics. 
Passing over to the principal area of the Bourran, one finds the c d  

with only moderate thickness toward the southern border; and no mines 
are in operation Routh from Cransac, beraii~e the thicker dcpoRits 81% 
available at the north. The bed forms a Ryncline, cropping in i t  a p i n  at 
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t.he west 88 it approaches the line of eniptive rocks. It is said to be 
thinner and less pure toward the west, where it breaks up into several 
benches separated by considerable shale partings. Openings, no longer 
in operation, were seen along the eastern outcrop south from Cransac, 
where the extreme thickness reported is 18 feet. At Cramac, one is 
barely 1,000 feet from the great dkouverte of the Sociktk des Acieries 
de France. The outcrop of the coal in this space is represented by an 
oval oh the map and the deposit is known as the Couche de Frayme; but 
the coal is continuous from Cransac to Decazeville and the interrupted 
outcrop indicates only erosion where the anticline is crossed by the 
Ruisseau de Banel. 

Note has been made of a serious disturbance in the beds near Cransac. 
If one go north-northwest from that city and climb the hill, following 
a path passing an abandoned opening in the Bourran and crossing the 
summit near the old house known a~ la Montet, he sees, in the rolling 
space beyond, the Fraysse dkouverte, which occupies a space of fully 
half a square mile. A broad complex fold has kept the coal near the 
surface and made it so readily accessible throughout the space that now 
comparatiwly little remains. The present workings on the east side 
were not visited; the thickness varies from 16 to 20 meters. A vaat 
quantity of coal has been lost by spontaneous combustion, and one por- 
tion of the area is known a~ “les Estuves.” 

Going northward along the ridge with the old workings constantly in 
sight at the east, one soon reaches an abandoned dkcouverte, in which 
the laminated sandy #hales overlying the Bourran coal are dipping 
sharply toward the west; but within a few rods an anticline is reached 
and the fiame beds have eastward dip of 35 degrees. A t  the La Qua- 
CombeR road, a quarter of a mile beyond, the lower portion of the bed 
describes two close folds. WeRt from this point as the road descends 
toward La Gua, the coal and its overlying laminated sandy shales are 
fihown with sharp westward dip, while the upper part of the bed i R  high 
up in the hi l l  overlooking the tmmmit of the road. At this summit, one 
looks northward to the Banel, erosion having removed most of the coal 
hrd along the axial line. 

A t  the road sum- 
mit, onlv the lowa t  part of the bed ifl shown, the greater portion being 
in the hill at the west. Descending thence towards the dkouverte 
Domergue, belonging to the Ikcazeville company, one sees the coal out- 
crop dropping in the hill at the west, while the middle linw of the fold 
are distinct in the dcrlining hill followed by the s k p  road. A t  thc. 
Domergue, almoRt 300 feet below the summit of the La Qua road, thc. 

The fold diminishes northmardly with great speed. 
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coal i~ under the surface on the western side and its overlying laminated 
shales are shown in the bluff behind the machine house, a northward fall 
of fully 500 feet in less than half a mile. The coal is traceable directly 
from the Fraysse to the Domergue dkouverte and the lower portions 
have been mined at  several places along the hill descending to the Banel. 

The dip of the coal is sharply westward on the hillside facing the 
Enne valley. A serious and somewhat complicated fault exista between 
the Fraysse area and the hill west from Cransac, where one finds the 
outcropping Couche du Crol, the same bed. This fault apparently de- 
creases toward the north. 

The section above the coal in Domergue dkouverte is 

1 .  Sandstone. more or less conglomeratlc, In thlck beds, xlll. xll. 
2. Sandstone and shale, x l l . .  ................................. 

4. Shale, dark wlth Ironstone, XI ............................. 
6. Shale, flsslle, blulsh gray, XI ............................... 
8. Sandstone and shale, the sandstone In part lamlnated and 

vross bedded, XI. x . . .  .................................. 
5. Shales weatherlng dark, x. lx. vlll. ......................... 
8. Sandstone. llght gray, vlll, vll . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
9. Shales, 4 feet to vlil, v l i . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

10. Sandstone, llgbt gray. fliie gralned. vl l ,  v l .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
11. Shales ond sandstones, lanilnoted throughout ; thlckness can- 

not be determined exactly from the esposures; Is very 
undulatlng on the benches ; extremely flexed ot  west end of 
d h u v e r t e ;  appears to rest dlrectly on the coal Routh Prom 
the La Qua road ; thlckness not Par from. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

3. Shale, llght colored, XI .................................... 

Feet 
60 
15 
4 
10 
20 

12 
40 
9 
‘20 
8 

50 

So that the interval from the coal to the first of the conglomerates sand- 
stones is approximately 170 feet, filled mostly with argillaceous shale. 
No trace of coal was 6ecn anywhere in this interval or in the sandstones 
above, of which only 60 feet mere measured. The exposure is complete 
throughout. The coal is mined by shaft on the east side of the dkou- 
verte. The removal of material in the open work is by benches and the 
Roman numbers in the table indicate the benches on which the expo- 
sures occur. 

This dkouvcrte cute the axis of the Cransac-La Montet anticline, but 
exposures are very poor below the fifth bench. In great part, the exposed 
coal has been destroyed by spontaneous combustion, and fire is still at 
work; the hill is h o r n  as the “volcano,” for c l o d  of smoke rise from 
many fissures. The coal, below the surface on both sides, rises midway 
to the seventh bench, about 150 feet below the summit on the La Gua 
road, where only the loweRt part of the bed is shown. 
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On the fifth, sixth and seventh benches, the coal is thrown into corn- 
plex folds, which are faulted, for on the seventh, the sandstone, No. 8, 
ie at only three or four feet above the coal, from which it is separated 
by shale, rolled into flakes like pastry. The shales, No. 7, are closely 
plicated 88 they pass over the folds, but all complexity ends with the 
sandatone, No. 6 ,  which shows, as the only trace, a crumpling of the thin 
inclosed shales. The higher beds are regular. The faulting and sharp 
folding end with No. 6;  the effects of the lateral presllure were expended 
on the yielding lower rocks, which slipped and bent sharply or were 
faulted locally, while the hard upper rocks made simply a broad fold, 
the conditions in this narrow anticline being precisely those observed in 
disturbed regions of great extent, where some beds are faulted, crumpled 
or pushed into pockets, while other and more massive inclosing beds 
seem to be little affected by the disturbance. 

Climbing out of the dkouverle at the 
eleventh bench on the eastern aide, one finds the easterly dip alreadv 
gone, the be& on the twelfth and thirteenth benchee show westerly dip of 
25 to 30 degrees, and this dip prevails to the supposed line of the Bag- 
naud fault, only a few rods farther east. Just  outside of the dkouverte 
is the road from Decazeville to Combes; following that to the summit, 
one see8 fumes issuing from many fissures, while farther west on the 
hillside is the outcrop in an old dbcouverte, marked by a brood space of 
white, whence dense fumes arise constantly. Here one looks down 011 

the ventilating shaft of the Bourran mine, now used for removal of 
waste and the blackband which in that mine covers the coal bed. The 
coal c r o p  out in the steep road just below an abandoned dwelling, 
where it is exposed for several rods. The dip is such that, if continued. 
it would carry the coal far above the Tramont dkcouverte, barely one 
fourth of a mile away at the east; but it is interrupted, for Bergeron, 
Jardel and Picandet have recognized the Bagnaud fault in the interval. 

The Bourran shaft is reached at  somewhat more than half a mile from 
the Domergue. The coal, 40 meters below the surface, is said to be 45 
meters thick. At the Domergue, the thicknem is gism a~ fin mrterp, 
the dip being ignored. At the Domergue, the dip where last seen at  thv 
east ifl 40 degrees eastward ; near Bourran, the surface rocks dip between 
25 and 30 degrees. 

The great dkcouverte of Decazeville is only 7’00 feet north from the 
Bourran shaft. Like the dkcouvertm already mentioned, it wag begun 
along the crest of a close fold and the old workings were confined to a 
narrow space on each si’de of the anticline, where that was at  nearly the 
maximum. The great excavation ie farther north and reaches bettrr 
coal. as this fold, like the nthew, decreases toward the north verp rapidly. 

The fold is very narrow. 
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The coal in the newer portion is 120 meters below the hilltop, and the 
whole of this cover must be removed. The work of removal is done in 
benches, each four meters high, and the coal occupies the first eight, 
midway in the excavation. The disturbance in the coal is such that a 
definite section cannot be obtained such as that a t  Tramont; it is impos- 
sible to determine even the original thickness of the bed. But the h e  
exposure on the easterly wall enables one to ascertain the general struc- 
ture of the bed, while that on the southerly wall exhibits in part the 
fold. Serious faults are distinct, but the mass of coal reaching to the 
eighth bench is outside of the main fault and is continuous. 

On the eighth and seventh benches, there are eight meters of coal with 
indefinite partings; whether or not these were persistent in any m e  
cannot be determined, because the coal is crushed by petty faults and 
irregular folds. A clay parting three inches thick was seen on the sixth 
bench and waa followed for some distance, but it disappears abruptly, 
aa if cut off by a fault. Ironstone concretions are numerous on this 
bench, and the coal has concentric structure around them. Some part- 
ings and pockets of shale were seen on the fifth bench, but they are not 
in their original position and their relations cannot be determined. A 
three-inch bed of clay is shown on the fourth bench, where also are 
numerous thin clay partings; but most of them have been broken up into 
small pieces with polished surface. A large mafis of ironstone is a nota- 
ble feature a t  this expoaure. Throughout, the coal has been broken into 
wedges, large and small, ~ o m e  of the former ahowing a lens-shaped sec- 
tion. On the third is a streak of hard clay, six  inches to one foot thick, 
evidently persistent, for it crosses a fold on the main floor of the excava- 
tion. The coal on this bench, as on those below, is much curled, and 
faults of two to three feet are numerous. 

Here is a face, more than 100 feet high, and containing no certainly 
persistent parting more than a few inches thick; indeed, to  all intenk, 
the mass is continuous coal. Dips of 25 to 40 degrees mere observed; 
one mag take 2.5 dep-eea as the avera.ge without danger of undcresti- 
mating the mass; the thicknrss of the  bed may be about 90 feet. 

But underlying this coal is an argillaceous shale with some sandstone, 
the top of which is seen in the lowest part of the dkouverte. I t  is a 
striking feature in the southerly W H I I ,  mhue its light color makes cleor 
the vagarie8 of the fold. When first encountered in the northerlv part 
of the excavation, this m a w  wafi 22 meters thick ; h u t  it decreaped rapidly, 
RO that in the bottom of the dkoiiverte it is only six metem. while in 
the Bourran ahaft, 200 mrterH away, it haa disappeared. Rrlon it is 
coal, more than six rnrters thirk. which i s  not removed in the open work- 
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ings, being reserved for underground working by nieans of a shaft out- 
side. 

The top of the coal iu reached on the eighth bench, where one finds .I 

few feet of the overlying shale; but there is no continuous section above, 
as at Domergue, for this easterly wall is cut by some important faults, 
whereby the coal reaches successively higher benches toward the south, 
before the folded area has been reached. In  descending the incline from 
the thirteenth to the twelfth bench, one crossea a fault which brings the 
conglomerate sandstone, No. 1 of Domergue, against the laminated beds 
Yo. 11 of Domergue, while on the eleventh bench that sandstone and 
the coal are almost in contact. This fault appears on the thirteentl~ 
bench at  the point of the hill, but it is equally well defined at  the nortli- 
erly end, where exposures reach t.o the fifteenth bench and the coal. 
rising eastward, is shown much folded and with only 10 feet of shale 
between it and the fault. This fault, viewed from the southwest corner 
is very distinct from the thirteenth bench down into the coal of the 
ninth. The measurement of the coal already given was made on the 
easterly side of this fault; a t  a few yards southeast, the coal reachw to 
the tenth bench. The other faults are of slight vertical extent. 

The interval brtween the coal and the great sandstone is not fully 
shown in this wall, owing to the faults, but the beds in contact with the 
coal resemble those seen in the Frnyme and Domergue workings. The 
sandstones above are light gray, with many layers of pea to chestnut con- 
glomerate and are not far from 200 feet thick; while near the top of thc 
hill are reddish or reddish brown beds which have been recognized BH 
Permian. When the great disturbance occurred, the massive rocks above 
broke into huge blocks or were pushed into a broad fold, but the coal and 
shale, the weaker materials, were crumpled, thrown into multitudinou3 
petty folds and broken by local faults. A t  the Bourran shaft, one is 
apparrntly outside of the faulted area, for there one weR the s h a h  and 
fiandstones to fully 200 feet above the coal, the dip of rather more than 
:10 degrees being ignored in the meafiurement. The ~ucce~sion seems t t i  

tJP regular on the wmterly side of the Decaxeville dhcouverte, where t h r  
w t i o n  resembles that at Domergue, except that two sandstone beds, six 
tn  right feet thick, in the lower part contain streaks of conglomerate with 
pehbles sometimes one inch in diameter. Several sandy layera show 
many impressions of plants and of stems, some of them large enough to 
hc regarded as tree trunks. 

Standing at thr nnrthwrfit cnrner of thk dkouverte and looking 
toward the southeatit, one fiem in  the southrrly wall a sharp carinated 
fo ld .  whofie ahriipt middle portion ifi niarked hy the lipht-eolored shalr 

It is exposed in the southerly wall. 
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underlying the main coal. Beyond that is a broad valley, rising rapidly 
and marking the place of the old dkouverte, whence the coal was taken 
prior to the consolidation of the Commentry and Decazeville companies. 
The direction of these old workings is indicated by a white space covered 
with ashes and by the fumes which rise in such dense clouds that the hill 
ie known as the “montagnequi-brule.” An immense quantity of coal 
was removed from this old dbouverte, where owing to rapid develop- 
ment of the fold the bed was reached with minimum of stripping. But 
the crush waa very great, and the coal must have been much more broken 
than in the present workings. The systematic methods pursued by the 
director, M. Antoine Jardel, have led to securing coal much less injured 
and to reducing very greatly the loss by fire. 

The coal in the southerly wall is no longer recognizable above the 
twelfth bench; but before the great destruction by fire, the face of coal 
shown along the fold must have bren at least 250 feet high and more 
than 300 feet wide at the bottom, fully deserving the name, “mountain 
of coal.” The bizarre arrangement in the wall, which is not well shown 
in the defective photograph, is that of the underlying clay; the great 
coal was exposed on both sides. This clay enables one to recognize the 
rapidity with which this fold, like the others already mentioned, de- 
creases toward the north. In the southerly wall, one of the lower clays 
is squeezed into a carina OD the eleventh bench; but, midway in the 
cwavation at the level of the third bench, the highest of the clays folde 
nver the anticline, a fall of 130 feet in barely 300. The exposures in 
the wall are very good and illufitrate well the manner in which the read- 
ily yielding clays wrre divided and pushed into spaces between blocks of 
more rigid materials. 

The coal is traceable on thr twelfth as wrll as on the eleventh bench. 
but in great part it has been baked so as to be worthlcss. A fine expo- 
sure on the eleventh consists almost wholly of beautifully compact an- 
thracite with no macroscopic evidence of porosity. This proves that, 
under proper conditions of pressure, bituminous coal can be converted 
into anthracite within a brief period by slow distillation alone. On the 
Inwer benches, beyond the influence of tbe fire, there are many illustra- 
tions showing the effect of pressure on structure. The shales vary au- 
rording to composition; the harder, coarser beds have been folded so ii.3 

to ehow long curved faces, often along the bedding, while the finer, more 
argillaceous beds have been squeezed into wrinkles, sometimes vertical to 
the bedding, sometimes parallel; while in many cases they have been 
crushed into lenses, polifihed Fn as  to rrsemble talcose fichist. 
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The coal above the shale is distorted seriously only in the lower por- 
tion, where the wrinkling is complex on the easterly side, the dips some- 
times reaching 70 degrees. The thicker coah on that side, in several 
placee, have lost their original structure and they are now in slabs, one 
to three inches thick, extending continuously in the wall of two or even 
three benches. l'he dips on the opposite side rarely exceed 40 degrees, 
and the coals above the clay are less affected, but they are folded gently 
and occasionally show petty faults. 

Within the fold of shale, the underlying coal has suffered materially. 
An accurate measurement of this exposure cannot be given, as the wall 
is sometimes diagonal to the dip and at others parallel to the strike; the 
succession descending is 

Feet Inches 
1. Shale, arglllaceous, much contorted .................. 1 0 
2. Coal, Irregular, much twlsted ............... .1 foot to 1 0 
3. Shale, arglllaceous, drab, follated llke schlst, has a 

coal streak mldmay ............................... 8 0 
4. Coal, many pockets of shale, much Ironstone; the shale 

Is arglllaceous, Irregular and flaky ............... 15 0 
6. Arglllaceous shale; thls has Its carlna on the eleventh 

bench, but forks on the tenth and It Is the roof of 
the underlylng coal bed; averngea ................. 4 0 

0: Coal ............................................... 0 0 
7. Clay ............................................... 1 0 

The coals are broken into wedges with polished and often round4 
surfaces. Exposures in this wall are complete down to the third bench ; 
as one descends, the effects of the crush become more complex, the coal 
and shale are broken into large fragments and intermingled, until on the 
third bench the material seems to be hardly worth removing. 

An exposure at  the 
foot of thr incline, on the lerrl of thr third bench. Rhow the decreased 
fold with these beds : 

Rut northwardly, the condition become8 simpler. 

Feet 
1 ( h a l .  mlned on the third benrh. where It I R  wrlnkled Into :I 

fold, which Is dlstlnct on the fourth and flfth benches.. . . .  
2. Shale. arglllnceous. dark, often with an almoRt cone-ln-cone 

structure; when blown down, It breaks Into rudely cyllu- 

d Coal nnd Rhale, rolled Into lamlnoe one elgbth to one Inch 
tblck, with curvej ond pollflhed surfaces.. . . . . . . . . . . . .  6 

4. Sandstone or ~ a n d y  Rhnle . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  6 
5. Coal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  3 
6. Shale. npparently the upper light colored shale seen In the 

southern wall ; Is Rharply contorted on the westerly 8lde of 

drlcal frngments wlth hlghly pollshed Rurface. . . . . . . . . . . .  4 
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Feet 

the fold, the condition being complicated by a small fault, 
80 that it has been rubbed into close wrinkles by the verti- 
cal movement .......................................... 7 

7. Coal and shale, Involved ln the fault, beyond whlch it is 
almost vertical, but Its lamime are curved wlth concavity 
toward the fault.. ...................................... 2 

The coa; 
passes under it a t  the dbouverte. Just beyond the church square, one 
sees the Vialarel mine at  a short distance above the level of the strecf. 
Around the liollow occupied by the mine buildings as well as along tl e 
road leading to a hamlet higher up the hill, are exposures of massive 
sandstone, with thin beds of shale and with many pebbles, though not 
enough of them to make a conglomerate. This rock has no resemblance 
to the conglomerates of the Campagnac system, which are exposed at 
barely half a mile away toward the north beyond Riou Mort ; it resembles 
rather the sandstones above the Bourran bed. The coal bed reached in 
this shaft was supposed to be the Campagnac, but a tunnel, driven 
through from the dkcouverte, encountered no conglomerate. The bed 
evidently belongs to the Bourran system and is low down in it, but its 
precise relation to the great bed is still undetermined. The coal is 15 
meters thick and of excellent quality. 

There are few exposures in the hill west from Decazeville. 

CHARACTBE OF THE COAL 

The following analvses are by 11. Nevron Saint-Julien, chemist of the 
Deeazevillo company. 

\ 
1. Bourrnn ............ 

3. Domergue . . . . . . . . . .  
4. Flrmj . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
6. Mlramont . . . . . . . . . .  
6. Vlnlarel . . . . . . . . . . .  
7. Campagnac . . . . . .  
8. Bouquies . . . . . . . . . .  
9. Rube . . . . . . . . . . . .  

10. Souller . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

2. Frnysse ............. 

o l r n n t  k i x r d  I 

34 66 
35 59 
35 51 
.36 57 
37 53 
36 52 
32 68 
3 57 
37 58 
28.3 54.6 

4.1, Furl mtio 
11 1.6 
8 1.87 

14 1.6 
n I .8 

I0 1.44 
12 1.6 
10 1.8 
8 1.8 
7 1.6 

17 1 1.94 

'I'he analysis in each caw In of dry .d, the rnuiature not c.q,l-tding 
0 4'7. Nos. 1 to 6 are from the Bourrlin bed ; from 7 to 9 are from the 
Campagnac bed; the one anaIyRis from the Soulier bed i R  that of a hand 
specimen taken from the old workinga,6 eo that it may not represent 

' 1  am Indebted for thla analgsla t o  M B Broeard. who collected the mpeclrnen and 
srrured the analynln after my departnre 
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fully the composition of the coal. There is notable variation in the seve- 
ral parts of the bed, Nos. 1, 5 and 6 being from contiguous localities. 
There seem to have been little change as the result of the abrupt folding ; 
hence, a series of analyses showing the composition of the coal in each 
yard from the bottom to the top ought to prove serviceable to the student 
busied with the origin of coal; such a series should show variations like 
those in the Mammoth bed of the Southern Anthracite field. The coals 
from Miramont, Domergue and Bourran are under cover of the Bourran 
and Permian deposits; but the coal of Fraysse and Firmy are in locali- 
ties which must have been freed from most or all of the Permian and 
perhaps some of the Bourran load during the pre-Jurassic erosion. 

At first glance, one might be tempted to draw some conclusione from 
the relations of the fuel ratios; but several ultimate analyses by M. Ney- 
ron Saint-Julien induce hesitation. These show that the composition is 
unusual for a Carboniferous coal ; at  all events, it is very unlike that of 
Carboniferous coals in Great Britain and America. The results are: 

Cnrhon Hydrogen Oryprn and nllroyen 

1. Bourran ..... 63 4 33 
2. Flrmy ...... 70 6 25 
3. Mlrnmont ... 69 6 28 
4. Rulhe ....... 70 6 24 

The cornposition is that of the dry coal in each case. M. Rrocard 
states that a cold solution of caustic potash ordinarily has no effect on 
the coal, but, most commonly, boiling colors the solution pale yellow to 
black. This test is employed to determine the coking value of the coal ; 
when the coloration is brown, the coal gives a poorly consolidated coke. 
This incidental observation by M. Brocard is evidence that material dif- 
ferences in composition exist within the bed. Sevcral pears ago, Steven- 
son" subjerted a number of Carboniferous and Cretaceous coals to the 
caustic p o h h  test and found that those giving a good coke were not 
attacked even after long boiling, while the open burning were attacked 
readily. He supposed that he w a ~  in the way to discover a convenient 
mode of determining the value of the coal, but Canadian reports of recent 
years give numerous infitances of coals rradilv attarked by caustic potash 
yet yielding strong coke. These coals are closely allied in composition to 
lignites. The Decazevillc coal cokcs readily, but the coke is not strong 
and the burden must not exceed 60 feet. 

The peeuliarity of the Rourran coal which at once attracts attention 
is its tendencv to spontaneous combustion. A heap more than Rix feet 
... -- 

* . I .  J. STevx.r~ou. "JUraRslc coals of Bpltzbergen." Ann. S Y Acnd. Rcl.. POI xvl, 
p no. 1696. 
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high quickly develops an internal temperature of 60" C., and, if neg- 
lected, ignites within a few days. The zinc company a t  Viviez, two 
miles from Decazeville, stored a great quantity of the coal in  a heap 
somewhat more than 8 feet high. The rapidly increasing temperature 
was discovered just in time to prevent destruction of the mass. The 
danger is always present at outcrops, new or old. Fifteen jete of smoke 
were seen at  one time on the easterly wall of the Decazeville dhuver te ,  
where the watch to prevent conflagration is incessant. Everywhere in 
the great d6couvertes the ravages of spontaneous combustion are proved 
by areas of whitened surface and cindered rocks. Some of the under- 
ground workings are charged with grisou and miners use only safety 
lamps. The Campagnac coal has the same tendency, but it is less marked, 
for an official of the company at Cransac stated that heaps eight feet 
high are safe. The sulphur in these coals is not excessive, little more 
than one per cent. 
In this connection, it may be well to note that the Campagnac bed is 

separated at  most by two or three yards from the overlying conglomerate 
beds, open-grained rocks, while the Bourran bed underlies a great thick- 
ness of more or less argillaceous deposits, close-grained rocks. If the 
process of transformation continue to any great extent after burial of the 
coal material under the inorganic load, the Campagnac coal should show 
a greater difference from that of the Bourran than is indicated by the 
analyses; the more so aa they are separated by an interval of 760 feet. 

The writer's purpose in studying the Decazeville basin was to ascertain 
whether or not the conditions existing there favored the doctrine that 
coal beds are composed of transported vegetable matter. Any hypothesis 
nffered to account for formation of the coal beds must take into consider- 
ation certain important features of the basin, such a8 

The original extent and character of the basin, 

The manner in which the mineral detritus was deposited and the 
features of the stream8 which did the work, 

The extent and distribution of the coal beds. 
t crtaln structural features, such as the foldlrlg and faultlug being of 
I a k r  origin, have no bearing upon the general question. 

T H E  O R I Q I N t I .  EXThhl ~ h l )  CIlAKACTBR 01' T H E  UAUIh 

I he Decazeville Coal Meaaurm o~cupy a depression in the Archean 
.a h i s h  and are bounded, at least 1 1 1  part, by faulh which have no direct 
ivlation to those observed within the hasin. 
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The limiting fault a t  the west, recognized by Bergeron' in 1888, is 
distinct from the southern border northward, passing on the west side of 
the granite area, but making an angle a t  Riou Mort, whence it is trace- 
able to ita disappearance under post-Carboniferous rocks a t  the north. 
On the eastern side a well-defined fault extends northwardly to beyond 
Riou Mort, east from Firmy; and the map by Bergeron, Jardel and 
Picandet makes it very probable that a fault continues from Riou Mort 
to the northern part of the basin, as waa suggested long ago by Bergeron. 
Whether or not the basin was limited by a fault a t  the south cannot be 
determined from the observations now available ; but the existence of 
such a fault seems to be more than probable. Bergeron's sketch-map 
marked it as extending from the western boundary near Valzergues south- 
eastward to the mica schists on the opposite side, but the map in the later 
memoir does not show it, as its place along the greater part of the south- 
em border is concealed by Jurassic beds. The basin owes its origin to 
these limiting faults, along which aa linea of weaknese those adjustments 
were made which, by changing the relative levels, made possible the depo- 
sition of a thick mass of Coal Measures. They may have been involved 
in the final changes, causing the present complicated structure, but their 
share in them waa merely subordinate. The Permian on the ridge road 
above Auzita appears to be affected very slightly by the limiting fault. 

The area of deposit was confined at  first almost whollv to the south- 
east corner, but it expanded gradually until, at the close of the Campag- 
nac period, it embraced almost the whole of the eastern half and a con- 
Riderable space along the southern border. During the Bourran, the 
whole of the present area received deposits. The studies by Bergeron, 
Jardel and Picandet leave no doubt respecting conditions in the western 
part of the basin during the Bourran, and the writer adds his tmtimony 
in corroboration for localities examined by him. There is no m o n  
whatever to believe that the basin was occupied at  any time by a body of 
deep water ; for a long time a great part of the area was expoged to sub- 
aerial action. The evidence is positive. 

Rergeron, Jardel and Picandet report the Occurrence near Antaig- 
nargues of a mica-schist breccia, compoRed of great blocks, which they 
wem inclined to regard as part of a delta, thcrefore 88 deposited by run- 
ning water. This explanation of the origin is open to question. The 
ra8t size of the angular blocks would lead one to think rather of sub- 
aprial dihtegration &R the causal agent. Somewhat similar depoRits are 
deecribed from the RouthraRtern corner. A small area of about Pight 

' RPiinlon. elc d a m  I 'Al l l rr  p R 2  
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acres, south from Valzergues, is covered with a mass of granite blocks 
with rounded angles, 13 to 16 feet in diameter, and bound together by a 
granitic sand rich in feldspar. This reate on mica schist and in general 
character is closely related to a granitic mass at  a little distance south- 
east. Along the western border and extending to the granite area inside 
of the limiting fault, the earliest deposit is a “granite conglomerate” 
which can be followed from near Montbazens to the granite north from 
Riou Vieux. The fragments are of large size even near Montbazens, but 
they increase northwardly until beyond Riou Vieux, as one approaches 
the granite, very many of them are “10 metres cubes” and the intervals 
are filled with granitic sand, holding blocks of granulite. A smaU patch 
of similar conglomerate exists farther north on the granite itself. 

When one considers the colossal dimemiom of the blocks at  these 
localities, the conception of transport bv the insignificant streams enter- 
ing and traversing the basin becomes at least improbable. The phenom- 
ena point rather to atmospheric action : the rounding of the angles in the 
great blocks west from Montbazens ifi a commonplace feature of granite- 
weathering beginning at the joint planes. The writer long ago observed 
manv instances in Colorado, one of which he placed on record.* But it is 
unnecessary to go far from Decazeville to find a deposit like the “granite 
conglomerate.” Along the railroad from Rort to Aurillac and thence to 
Capdenac, one sees a t  many places a thick deposit of granitic sand hold- 
ing great rounded and angular blnrkR of granite. At Viewamp-sons- 
Jalles, near Aurillac, this is well exposed in a long cut, and it covrrfi 
the hillsides for a considerable distance couthward toward Capdenac. 
Where this readily disintegrating granite prevaib, the valley widens, but 
beyond in the whist it narrows. The pani te  area within the Decazeville 
basin must he largelv of the readily disintegrating type, for i t P  topogra- 
phy is hardly more abrupt than that of the Coal Measures. 

The prepence of these conglomerah, the absence of deposits earlier 
than Bourran in the weRtern portion of the basin and the resemblance to 
dejection conm shown by the earliest drpoflitp in the southeast cnrner. all 
indicate that for a long prriod milch of the hafiin waR drv land, that the 
matrr cncroachrd wry rrlowlv a n d  that the entire aren wag not ~nbmerged 
or water-sosked prior to depopition nf the Rourran system. The isolated 
conglomerate south from Valzerpuefi cannot be regarded aa affecting the 
qnetion of the original extent of the hapin: and it appearR to be alto- 
gethrr probable that Bergeron, in hip original paprr. defined the limits of 
the depression aR nearlv a8 pomihhle. The width can hare Ruffered very 

“ r .  S Gwnr. RXpl W of I t a t b  Mrr  *(.I 111 1 )  34R 1876 
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little contraction by lateral pressure; the folding and faulting of the 
beds may be due to a different cause. Apparently, the only difierence 
between present and original limits is due to the slight transgression of 
Jurassic at the south and of andesite a t  the north. 

MODE I N  WHICH THE BASIN WAS FILLED 

More than 20 years ago, Bergeron recognized in  the Decazeville basin 
all the featurea required hy FayoI’s doctrine of delta formations. Deltas 
deposited in a body of deep water are subaqueous cones of dejection, 
whose characteristics have been discussed elaborately from the mathe- 
matical viewpoint by Lemihre. Bergeron saw evidence of three ench 
deltas, two at the southern end and one at the northeast. Twelve years 
later, when the careful studies, initiated under Fayol’s direction and 
conducted according to the method employed a t  Commentry, had led to 
a great accumulation of facts, Bergeron, Jardel and Picandet were able 
to prove by the included fragments the existence of a t  least four deposit- 
ing streams along the southern border, of one a t  the northeast and the 
probable exietence of two on the western border. Their observations 
have been referred to incidentally in preceding pages, but they mud be 
summarized here. They show the value of patient study in what too 
many think petty matters, for the results are farther-reaching than ap- 
pears a t  first glance. The writer desire, to pay tribute to those etudenta, 
whose accuracy of observation and acutenese of discrimination provoked 
admiration at more than one locality. 

Three &cams cooperated in forming the early deposits at the fioutheast 
corner of the depression, one passing near Longuefort and entering near 
.luzits after having crossed microgranulite and mica schist; a second at 
less than a mile westward, entering near Haute Serre, and a third enter- 
ing near Lugan. The especial deposit of each is characteristic and the 
confluence of the cones is well marked. The course of the Haute Serre, 
the most important of the brooks, is made distinct by the distribution of 
marse fragments for a considerable distance northward. A fourth 
ctream, entering at the southwest near Valzergues, contributed its share 
somewhat later in the history, while a fifth, entering at the northeast 
near the Pont du Rourran, gave the deposits marking that portion of the 
basin. All of these were active during the deposition of the Campagnac 
system, and the inflowing waters found exit on the eat aide near Firmg, 
where elementa from north and south are commingled. The western 
streams, those entering near the Moulin du Faux and from Viviez, gave 
no df’positp in the wmtern part of the depression until the beginning of 
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the Bourran, when they cooperated with the Valzergues and possibly with 
the Lugm in filling up that side of the basin. 

The studies by Bergeron, Jardel and Picandet have shown that each of 
these streams wm short, especially those entering along the southern 
border. Those students make no reference to this matter, but the facts 
recorded by them leave room for no other conclusion. The Longuefortc 
Auzite stream aa well 88 the Haute Serre could have cut back their valleys 
barely three miles into the ancient rocks, even so late as the end of the 
Auzita system. The same is equally clear respecting the Lugan ; for the 
massive conglomerate above the Soulier coal bed consists almost wholly 
of microgranulite pebbles, so that by that time the stream headed in the 
microgranulite area, the Auzits brook had cut back across the schists to 
rhe other area of microgranulite, for its deposit shows mingling of the 
two rocks. I n  the case of each one of the three streams, the source of 
the fragments ia open to no doubt. The streams were longer during 
deposition of the Campagnac beds, though even then the character of the 
materials Ahows little change; possibly there was a rehandling of the 
older beds. Studies of deposits made by the other streams lead to similar 
conclusions, so that up to the close of the Campagnac, one has to do only 
with streams of insignificant extent outside of the basin and which in no 
cage could have had an additional length of more than four m i l a  within 
the basin. 

The matter is somewhat less clear on the western side, where, except 
in the aoothwest, no deposit waa made prior to the Bourran and the con- 
ditions already described indicate dry lands during the Auzits and Cam- 
papac. The streams recognizrd by Bergeron, .Jardel and Picandet may 
have been in existence throughout the whole period, carrying their load 
nver to the eastern Ride of the basin, comparatively gentle streams con- 
tributing largely to the finer deposits fieparating the Campapac con- 
glomerates. But certainly at  the beginning of the Bourran, these streams 
became rapid, bringing in large pebbles, which were dropped abruptly on 
the border of the baain. while the finer materials were carried farther 
eaytward. 

The suggestion that the Vivirx  a n d  Moulin du Pans streams were 
already old at the brdnriing of the Bourran Reems all the more probable, 
when one comparm the conditinns above the Campapw coal bed with 
thow above the Bnurran. At timrg. the Campagnac bed pafiseA upward 
through the ordinary change8 of ma1 and  hale to the comer rocks above, 
while at others, the paRRape to coarRe conglomerate is abrupt, with evi- 
dence o f  erosion diiring & p i t  of thr fiwt lavere of the ov~rlying rork. 
Everywhere, the interval from coal to the maw of conglomerate i n  Fhort, 
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represented at most by a few feet. But the interval between the Bourran 
coal and the coarse rocks above is great, nowhere lees than 150 feet, filled 
with shale and mostly he-grained sandstone, while the overlying coarser 
sandstones are only finely conglomeratic, as though composed of older 
deposits worked over. 

Evidence derived from the character of the transported material leavm 
no room for doubt that the stream were short. The quantity of material 
transported by them leads to equally positive conclusions. The extreme 
thickness of the Auzits system approximates 1800 feet, but this measure- 
ment is made along the supposed line of the Haute Serre stream. The 
basal deposit, with an extreme thickness of 600 feet, ie very coarse, its 
fragments are subangular and the exposed area is somewhat less than two 
square miles. The general character suggests that the material is very 
near its original source and that it is largely of subdrial origin. It must 
decrease very rapidly in all directions, especially toward the north, and 
the Soulier coal bed, if it exist, should be very near the Archean beyond 
Riou Vieux. The Auzits area increased with the newer beds, so that a t  
the close, its deposits must have covered the eastern half of the depres- 
sion. One seems to be justified in assigning to this system an area of 
six square miles with an average thickness of 1000 feet and a content of 
somewhat more than a cubic mile. For this considerable mass, one must 
look in great part to the three s t ream at  the south, since the exposed 
area is in their region and the recognized materials could have come only 
from rocks cut by them. If those s t ream by the end of the Auzits had 
dug valleys such afi one sm in the upper reaches of the Enne or Riou 
Vieux, the removed material would suffice for the whole deposit. The 
Campagnac fiystem covered the eastern half of the basin, not lees than 16 
square miles in area, with an average thickness of say 600 feet. The 
content would be somewhat less than two cubic miles, to which all stream8 
contributed. The Bourran system covered apparently the whole area, 
30 square miles. with a thickness of say 460 feet and a content of two 
and one half cubic miles, to which all s t ream contributed, not only those 
whoAe work has been recognized, but also others of less importance. 

These estimates may be open to charge of exaggeration, but they have 
been made liberally. A calculation of cubical content of the deposits 
suffices to make wholly clear that the whole work of removal and diatribn- 
tion could have been done by streams, gradually lengthening and deepen- 
ing their ways until at the close of the Coal Measures the streams and 
valleys in the schists resembled in size and extent those now existing in 
the Derazeville basin. 
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EXTENT OF THE COAL BEDS 

Little can be said respecting the original or even the present extent of 
the Soulier-Abirace coal bed; the outcrop marked on the map enclosea 
an area considerably less than two square miles, from most of which ero- 
sion may have removed the bed. How far the cod extends northward 
and westward under the Campagnac system hae not been ascertained, as 
the matter has no economic importance and no exploratiom have been 
made. The greatest thickness i s  west from the supposed line of the 
Haute Serre stream, where there ia about 10 feet of coal; the total amount 
must be large, as the bed goes under cover with undiminished thickness. 

I t  is less difficult to determine approximately the extent and distribu- 
tion of the great Campagnac-Paleyrets-Bouquies coal a t  the base of the 
Campagnac system. That bed is practically continuous along the out- 
crop indicated on the map, though it is said to be lens-shaped at  some 
localities. How far it extends toward the west has not been ascertained 
in the northern part of the basin ; an exploratory pit in the Bourran mine 
did not reach it, having been stopped hefore coming to its place; but near 
Cransac the underground workings of the Compagnie des Mines de Cran- 
sac have been pushed beyond the outcrop of the Couche de Crol, the Bour- 
ran coal bed. This is clear from all the cross-sections constructed by 
Saint-Martin, in which the bed showR only the ordinary variations, 
thinning toward some of the faults, thickening towards others. This b$d 
has been recognized definitely nowhere wmt from a line connecting Levin- 
hac at  the north with Lugan a t  the south, but there Reem to be good 
reasonfl for referring to approximatelv the same horizon some thin and 
i r replar  deposits in the southwest corner. The bed, practically Ainglc 
at the south as the Couche de Rulhe, divides near Riou Vieux, the inter- 
V R I R  between the lower benches increafling northwardly in the Firmy re- 
gion, so that in going by the wagon road from Firmy to Cransac, one 
rrnsRes the whole series from the main bed down. The dips throughoiit 
are conformable in the Campagnac system and conformable also to the 
underlying Auzits. There is every reason to believe that the Campagnac 
coal covered much of the region south from R i m  Vieux, that it underlies 
the Firmy area and that northward from that area it extendcd to the 
(.astern border. The condition# obserwd along the comparativelv narrow 
valley of Riou Mort show that the bed has been removed by ermion there. 
The presence of Permian in the interior of the basin and its cnnfnrma- 
bility to the Boiirran system Reems to be a final argument. Permian i8 

present along the eastern border and along the middle of the bmin, but is 
lacking in the intervening space. ItR ahRence is evidence nf great erosion 
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by which not only the Permian, but also the underlying deposits, were 
removed from the southeastern and eastern portions. The relations of 
the strata throughout indicate that all of the beds, mineral and orgauic 
alike, had at  one time a much greater extent than now. One cannot be 
far wrong in estimating the original extent of the Campagnac cod bed 
as at  least 12 square miles, almost all of it on the eastern side of the basin. 
The thickness of the coal varies, but one is safe in  taking it aa 35 feet, 
that being the least reported in any locality where work has been done in 
recent years and from one half to one third of that observed or reported 
in localities where work is now in process. Almost the whole of the 
eastern half of the basin was covered by a coal bed from 10 to 90 feet 
thick and averaging not far from 35 feet. 

It covered the whole of 
the eastern area, as is shown by the preservation of the Firmy block ah 
well as by the distribution of Permian beds. The Permian covers the 
Rourran deposits along the central strip, but the Bourran coal crops out 
on both sides of that strip. The thickness is greatest in the central por- 
tion of the basin, but it is still great on the eastern border a t  Firmy, while 
at the rstrcme south, as at the extreme north, i t  becomes irregular and, 
though still thick, is broken by many shale partings. On the western 
side of the syncline fiouth and west from Cransac, it is much thinner than 
at the eastern outcrop, while at the south on that side, shale partings in- 
crease at the expense of the coal. The thinner, irregular beds in the 
wedern part of the hapin are contemporaneous with some part of the 
great Hourran bed. and it mav be that the bed waR practically continuous 
over the whole basin ; but owing to the energetic erosion, evidence to sup- 
port that suggestion cannot be obtained. One can only take the area as 
approximately 20 square mileg. confined to the eastern two thirds of the 
hasin. The minimum thicknew reported is 18 feet; from that it ranges 
lip to more than 100 feet, so that one is not in danger of exaggeration, if  
he regard the area ap covered originally hv the equivalent of 35 feet of 
coal. 

The w t i o r i  of the ('ilrnpagnac. coal bed, obtained at  the Tramont de- 
(oi iwrte.  c~lowlv resembletl that of the ordinary bed with underclay and 
with clay part inp throughout ; hut no Ruch section of the Rourran bed i!: 
available, for in the Dwazeville dkcourerte, the coal hm been faulted and 
folded within the bed to w h  an extent that one cannot dekrmincx 
whether or not any of the inclosed clavs was continuous, but there i- 
ample underrlav. No impressions of Stigmaria were seen anywhere, so8 
that neither LPpidodrndron nor Siqillnria contributed materially t.o fol  

mation of the coal. 

The extent of the Bourran bed was greater. 
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The sterility of the intervening deposits should not be overlooked. 
The whole succession above the Bourran coal bed is exposed in the hill 
between Domergue and 3ecazeville and no trace of coal was seen any- 
where in the section. The interval between the Bourran and the Cam- 
pagnac is certainly 150 feet along the eastern exposures; the lower por- 
tion is shown well a t  ‘I’ramont, fragmentary expoeurea are numeroue 
along the road from Firrny to Cransac and much of the higher portion 
is shown north from Decazeville. In this great interval, there are few 
horizons in which traces of coal occur, and those seem to be local. 
In this connection, one must not forget that the series is complete and 

continuous ; that a borehole a t  Decazeville would pass through the Bour- 
ran and Campagnac systems into at least the upper part of the Auzits, 
seen under the Campagnac coal at a little way east; that the Campagnac 
rocks continue to the eastern boundary, and that the Carnpagnac coal bed 
is f a r  under the Bourran coal bed at  the most southerly exposures. In 
this hasin, the coal beds are of independent origin; they do not come 
toKether at the border. 

oiii~is 01’ ‘I’III: cn.41. B K D R ,  

I hi’  onI> 11) pollirsi~ t l i i i s  f i ir  Iirrsrntrcl to arrorrnt for thr ; ~ c ~ i ~ r i ~ u l a -  

I I I J I I  o f  (,oal Ixds in this basin I S  t h t  the vegetable matter was brought 
i n  h v  the Rtreams. Hcrgrroii i n  I sx8  i i i i i i i ~ i ~ ~ i ~ ~ ~ t l  rliirt t l i t l  clt’ltii ~ h r n r v ,  
newly proposed hv Favol in his brilliant memoir on Cornmentry, was 
frilly applicable to Decazevillr. Ik~rpcron, Jardel  a n d  Yicandet, in 1900, 
were more explicit, they had hetter knowledge of the cmditions. The 
Soiilier-Abiracs coal bed was formed by the Haute Scrre fitream ; the 
Campagnac bed was formed a t  the south bv accumulation of vegetable 
matter brought down by the IAugan and Haute Serre, while at the north, 
the Pont du Bourran strram contributed the needed material; the com- 
parativeIr unimportant Bonrriin bcds a t  the west are irregular and in- 
definite because of their proximity to the enkring rurrents. the finr 
vegetable materials bring carried farther east, there to arrumulate hryond 
disturbing influence of the streams. 

The mode in whirh the coal occurs within the Decazeville is i n  notable 
mntrafit to that observed i n  the hasin nf Commentn. Arrnmiiliition of 
rnal in important qiiantitv brpan at a cnmparativelv late timr i n  tlw his- 
torv of Cornmentry. and it waq confined to two insignificant arras ‘(’pa- 
rated by the barren zonr of MontaRsi6pk.’ R u t  at Decamille t h s  hasin 

I 7  

- 

* F o r  explanatlon of thrse r r r w m c p n  to (‘ommentry. nee 14 FAY<>I.. “11Cni i l~t i i  v‘ilra 
\,rdlnalre d a n s  I’AlIler;’ Rull. Soc C,bl dr Prnnce. 3me. w r . .  I 16rne.. Srpnrntr. 11 1 2 :  
or J .I STmmxnv . .  “The rmI t m d n  * ‘ o m m m t r v  In crntrnl France .“  Ann Y Y. 
Acad. Rrl . vol, xlx. pp. 181.204. 1008. 
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WBB not divided by a main delta deposit, and it maintained its integrity 
throughout, the area of deposit apparently increasing as time went on. 
The coal making  as not confined to petty arem, but the beds formed 
practically continuous sheets over a great part of the surface, the Bour- 
ran and Campagnac extending to the outlet a t  Firmy. In Commentry, 
there is no coal on the delta of the Bourns brook, the barren zone of 
lfontassi6ggC, or even on the deltas of the Chamblet and Colombier 
brooks, m defined by Fayol. Aside from some insignificant patchea along 
the northern border, one finds coal only in the recesses between the Mon- 
tassi6ggk and Colombier zona on one side and between Montassibggl and 
Chamblet on the other. But in the southeast corner of the Decazeville 
basin, one finds the coal croming the conjoined deposite of the Longuefort 
and Haute Serre brooks-and this condition continued there throughout, 
for the curved outcrops of the Soulier, Campagnac and Bourran beds are 
shorn crossing the area of stream deposit from Haute Serre to Firm!. 
One must bear in mind that the curved outcrops are no evidence of origi- 
nal form or extent of those beds; they are due to erosion of a fold with 
strong northward pitch. The distance from Haute Serre to Firmy is 
about four miles. Farther north, the Campagnac bed crowes the area of 
deposit as clearly as a t  the south. 

The contrast between Commentry and 1)ecazeville is so great that the 
delta theory as determined at Commentry would have to be modified in 
important respects before becoming applicable to Decazeville. 'rhv 
theory, as formidated by Fayol, may he summarized thus : 

The coal terralno hove great nnnlogleo to present deltns; both nre composed 
eswntlally oP materlnls carrled by streams of water ; the plant beds oP deltclr 
are represented ln the c0:il terrolns by combustlbleo of plant orlgln. In  the 
c-oal terrnlne, ns In deltns. the extent of the beds varles from a few square 
meter8 to some thousands of square kilometers; the thickness varlee from n 
inere trnce to fievernl dozens of metera; the s h e  of the elements from the 
flue& grnln to blocks of several cublc meters. A t  Commentry, a lake sur. 
rounded by mountnlno was In the place now occupled by the Con1 Measures. 
Raln water grndually ate away the surroundliig reglon. dug valleys and u i r .  
rled to the lake pebbles, sand. mud and planto, whlch finally filled I t ;  these 
:ire the materlals whlch constltuted the beds of conglomerate. Randstone, shalt= 
and coal making up the Coal Mensures. The lake OP Commentry W:M nlne 
klloiiieter8 long by three wlde and Its greatest depth was about 800 metem. 
The dlotrlbutlon of materlals depends on thelr speclflc gravlty or flnenese. a8 

well ao upon the condltlon of the water, whether qulet or aglhted, Into whlcb 
they are carried The h e r ,  llghter elements wlll be carrled much farther 
than the others before reachlng the bottom." 
.. ~- 

1 " I I  FA~oI. .  "H4unlon. e w  pp 1 4 ,  19, 13. 
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The essential features of the doctrine are that the basin was occupied 
by a deep lake into which streams brought detritus of all kinds, mineral 
and vegetable, to be deposited on the bottom in the order of their specific 
gravity, very fine mineral matter being equivalent in distribution to plant 
material. An important and attractive feature in Fayol’s presentation 
is the assertion that the coal deposit accumulating on the floor of a basin 
may be, in it8 several benches, contemporaneous with deposits a t  several 
horizons on the deltti slope and thus, though resting on the floor, it may 
be continuous with a bed which, at the shore, is 1000 feet above the bot- 
tom of the basin. This is to explain the shoreward bifurcation of coal 
beds. 

There is no room for difference of opinion respecting the origin and 
mode of deposit of the inorganic materials in so far aa they owe their pres- 
ence to the transporting power of water; the only question is respecting 
the origin and mode of deposit of the organic materials now found as coal 
beds.’l Unquestionably, the so-called delta theory explains satisfactorily 
some features of the Decazeville rn well as of other b a s h  and, regarded 
from this viewpoint, it  has much to commend it. The 5exibility and 
adaptability of the doctrine in the hands of some of its adherents are 
thought to be strong arguments in its favor; but these matters are merely 
secondary. When a hypothesis is presented, the first question to be asked 
respecting it is, Is it possible? and the second is, Is it probable? To be 
convinced that this double test is essential at the outset, one need only 
read some of the old works on cosmogonv. mhiston is especially worthy 
of study, for his work contains not merely a vast accumulation of actual 
f~c ts ,  hut also a wealth of mathematical demonstration which appar- 
vntly 1eavr.s nothing to be desired. No recorded observation, no known 
fact, no phenomenon in earth, sea or sky failed as buttress to his elabo- 
rate tlirory respecting the origin of things. That mas the panacea for 
perplexities in cosmogonv, and its onlv defect mas that it was based on 
iissumptions. Equally Ratisfactory as an illustration is the celehrated 
Iiypothegis presented by Piazzi-Smyth respecting the great pyramid at 
Qhizeh, which explained the purpose of every part of that structure RO 
beautifully as to arouRe admiration as well as to carry conviction. The 
only objection to it is that it is based on assumptions which are not true. 

- 
u In pauelng. It may be well 10 meotloo a matter of rnlnor Irnportnnw. The wrlter 

waa Informed aeveral tlmre wtdlr In I)ecazevllle that. afl the mlneral detrltus In due 
neeemtartly to tranuport, the natural mnelualon would be that the lnterstratltled coal 
had the name orlgin. Thosp who ndvancP thln argument ueem to regard It as conclu- 
4 v e ;  but It I8 not RO. A p p l l ~ d  to a coral reef lnclosed la eandetone or to a Runken 
w a m p  covered by Rand on the New Jewry or Baltlc ahore. one wollld he Jiiutlfled In 
assertlng that nlncp the rrr? and the nuamp n w  of known tn dts orlgln the lncloalne 
<and mimt alao lw of i n  xitir orlaln 
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One must concede that a hypothesis might be framed which a o u l ~  ac- 
count satisfactorily for many conditions in a given locality and still be 
based on an impossibility. Before coneidering the applicability of the 
delta theory to Decazeville, one must ascertain whether or not the funda- 
mental conditions demanded by that hypothesie existed in the region 
under consideration. 

The Decazeville basin is very small; the earliest deposite were laid 
down very soon after the depression was formed, for the rocks belong to 
one subdivision .of the Coal Meaeures and there is no evidence that rocks 
of greater age intervene between them and the Archean. The character 
of the Coal Neasures shows that the*streams in the earlier period were 
short and torrential; that even during the greater part of Campagnar 
deposition they had cut back only a few miles, had not a wide fan of 
tributaries, but were still more or less torrential and flowed in narrow 
valleys such as are seen now in and around the basin. They emptied 
into an at most wholly insignificant body of water, so small that during 
floods such as have been imagined by some adherents of the transport doc- 
trine everything except coarse stuff would be carried directly to the outlet 
a t  Firmy, and the finer materials would be deposited outside of the basin. 

Cnder such conditions, all citation of phenomena observed on deltas of 
the Mkaissippi, Nile, Ganges, La Plata or even of the Rhone, would be 
irrelevant. Streams flowing hundreds or thousands of miles through 
broad plains and carrying for the moRt part fine material in their lower 
reaches, along with trees gathered from immense areas by undermining 
of banks cannot be utilized to illustrate what a three or even 10 mile tor- 
rent, flowing over tough mica schist or microgranulite and inched  in a 
narrow valley would or could or might do. Nor may the deposit at thi: 
mouth of a petty stream emptying into a pond be compared in any senw 
with the delta of a vast river. In fact, the term “delta” as applied to 
the theory seems to have been chosen withont full Consideration. Thc 
writer has not been able to dificover in the Montafisikpb area of the Com- 
mrntrv hasin anv evidence of a true delta. The deposit is rather a grriit 
dejrction cone, largely under water prrhaps, with no doubt t.emporai~ 
delta conditions during excessive floodfi, hut during moRt of the tiniv 
trenched by only one waterwav. It  might be well in discusRing the con- 
dition@ to avoid the term drlta a6 not wholly appropriate, and to think 
instcad of broad dejrction cones Rnch a8 one Bees in the Rhone vallcv 
hctawn ViCge and Martigny. At least one of those cone9 is so mudl 
like the earliest Auzits dcposit in form and extent as to make not un- 
rcasonablr the suggestion that the latter hegan a~ R sohai%ial deposit. 

Another mattrr may he noticed in a preliminarv wav. The delta d o  - 
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trine in its original form conceives of the coal basin as occupied by a lake 
of great depth; this no doubt to avoid the difficulty of accounting for the 
2500 feet of rock by continental subsidence. But the great original 
depth of the depression, as shown by Delaunay, is by no means essential 
to the hypothesis, which without that deserves all the praise which has 
been lavished upon it for its ingenuity. Lemihe has expended much 
labor and great skill in the effort to determine the forms which the de- 
posits would assume in deep water ; but that quation doee not concern 
the matter in hand, for there is no evidence whatever to support the sug- 
gestion that the basin held a deep lake; such evidence aa does exist all 
indicates that the water area was often small and that it waa never deep; 
that until the end of Campagnac deposition a considerable part of the 
basin was exposed to subairial action; even that the Haute Serre deposit9 
may have been begun as a subaerial dejection cone. 

The Decazeville basin embraces about 30 square miles : the entering 
streams, at first short and abrupt, cut back their valleys until in the 
Bourran time they may have attained a length of 10 miles, sufficient to 
account for the whole deposit of inorganic detritus. Adding to the sur- 
face of the basin itself a strip 10 miles wide, surrounding the depression, 
the extreme area whose waters found outlet a t  Finny would not be more 
than 350 square miles at the time of greatest extent. In  all probability 
it was much less. The vegetation to supply detritus for the coal bed8 
must have been derived from that area, and the detritus could reach the 
hasin only by way of streams, torrential dnring a Brent part of their exist- 
ence and flowing over tough, resistant rock. 

The type of valley through which these Atreams flowed is familiar in 
France. The gorgc between Eygiirande and Rort and that between 
Allassac and VigeoiR on the way to Limoges suffice for illustrations of 
cutting in the schists. One has only to vary the scale in order to haw 
all the features shown by the Decazeville Rtreams in the several stages of 
their development. 

The work around the basin was confined at  find necessarily to cor- 
rasion, and erosion madr plow progress. But it may be that disintegra- 
tion of the upland rocks was rapid and afforded material in which 
vegetation quickly became RR luxuriant a~ at  many places between Mnnt- 
hicon and Viviez, within the schist area ; that even the malls of the early 
valleys were coverhd hv a dcnfie growth, Ruch ns is seen in close gorges 
within the same area. One may well imagine this condition, since t h  
Coal Measures flora i R  taken to he proof of a warm and rather humid 
climate. One m A v  pictiire to himself the upland region as covered in 
great part by a foreat, its surface imperfwtly drainrd and its h o r d w  
indentcd by Rhort, abrupt streams. 
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But one is confronted at  once by seriow d5cul ty  in the effort to apply 
the doctrine of transport. The Soulier-Abiracs bed rests almost directly 
on the lowest deposit of the Auzits system; ita curved outcrop h from 
one fourth of a mile to a mile and a half from the schists, so that the 
coal must have covered much of the space inclosed by that outcrop; it 
may have been spread over four square miles, or even more, with an aver- 
age thickness of three feet. While this bed was accumulating, the three 
stream of hnguefort, Haute Serre and Lugan must have been utterly 
insignificant. The Campagnac coal bed had a n  area of a t  least 12 square 
miles with an average thickness of 35 feet; the length of the streams, 
outside of the basin, may have become as much as six mikes. The Bour- 
ran coal bed was formed when the whole basin was receiving deposite, so 
that its material must have come wholly from outside, from an area of 
not more than 300 square miles. One can concede that enough vegetable 
matter, several times over, w a ~  produced on the drainage area to form 
the coal beds and, at the same time, he would be justified in doubting the 
possibility of its transference to the basin. Of courae, every one knows 
that small streama at all times carry twigs and leaves and that they carry 
larger fragments during flood; but that is nothing, for one is concerned 
here not with patches of carbonaceous matter but with coal accumula- 
tiom YO to 100 feet thick. 

Rainfall, even when heavy, does little toward shifting the vegetation 
growing on steep dopes, unless the rock material be loose, in which case 
landslides may occur ; but those are of limited extent, even when great&. 
T f  there be a coating of humus, the effect of the rain is practically noth- 
ing. It is unnecessary to go far from Decazeville in search of proof. 

At Viviez, two miles away, fnmea from the zinc works have deetroyed 
almoRt all vegetation on the abrupt hillslope alongside ; rains have already 
gashed the face deeply and the cover of disintegrated rock is accumulating 
at  the bottom. The limit of the devastated space is defined sharply; 
southward from it the vegetable cover remains, and the surface is unin- 
jured. This protective power of humus is familiar. That material RCCU- 
mulates under fore& cover everywhere, even on very steep slopes; it ab- 
sorbs water and then cohereR tenaciouslv. Studies made near New York 
in the effort to solve the problem of water supply for some towm prove 
that the humus coating is permanent on exceedingly deep dopes and that 
water from such slopes if3 limpid, practically free even from Vegetable 
matter. The hills bounding the gorges below Eygurande and above Allas- 
SRC have  lopes often rearhing 30 degreeR and Rometimes exceeding that 
angle. while w d l ~  in railroad cuta freqiientlv approach the vertical. 
During the summer of 1910, the rainfall in that portion of France wafi 
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unusually great, and the numerous showers were h O B t  tropical in vio- 
lence; water swept down the hillsides m sheets and petty rivulets were 
converted into torrenb. Yet one traveling through those gorges on the 
railroad wuld 6ee little trace of destruction--even the plants growing on 
the walls of CUtB were uninjured. 

As the Carboniferous climate is supposed to have been tropical or sub- 
tropical, reference to conditions observed in the tropics ie proper. The 
writer has had opportunity to examine at  close range fully 100 miles of 
the Venezuelan coast, much of western Trinidad and about 50 miles of 
the Jamaican coast. The slopes in Venezuela and Trinidad are abrupt, 
and the strata are often inclined at a high angle. Landslides are not 
rare, and they always leave a broad scar on the face; but elsewhere the 
only evidence of heavy rainfall is an occasional gully in yielding rock; 
the vegetation is practically intact on the steepest slopes. Jamaica illus- 
tratee well the relations of rock, rainfall and vegetation. Near Kingston, 
the rock is a yielding slate on which vegetation can hardly secure a hold; 
the rainfall is but 30 inches per annum, yet the slopee are gashed. East- 
ward, where the rock is better, one sees an occasional gully and here and 
there a landslide; but for the most part the vegetation is very dense, 
Where trees have been burned off, Guinea gram has taken prompt poasee- 
sion of the surface on even the steepest slopes, giving great spaces of 
bright green which are notable features of the scenery. During Novem- 
ber of 1909, the rainfall in the mountaina of the island was excessive, 
there having been a t  one locality a fall of 120 inchee in eight days, while 
there were falls of 20 to 30 inches within 24 hours at many others. 
Banana plantations. with unprotected soil, were washed down the hills 
and the plank became projectiles with which the flood destroyed vegcta- 
tion on the lowland ; but the cocoanut forests remained almost uninjured 
and the litter of vegetable dkbrb covering the ground under them was not 
disturbed. Whew the surface was protected by vegetation, the damage 
was confined to gullies dug by fallen trers pushed forward by the water. 
These gullim widened in mft material and tree8 tumbled into the torrent 
were carried down to the lowland, where they were deposited pdle mile 
with mineral detritus over the cultivated area.” 

It would seem altogether probable that rainfall on  slope^ along dream8 
could do little toward forming the coal beds of the Decazeville basin. 
But on the great rolling upland area, drained by the streams and covered 
by foreet growth, the decaying vegetable matter accumulated during a 

u I  am under obllgatlons to Mr. C. Leslle Male. C. E.. of Klnpton, for statletica ot 
rainfall In Jamaica, and also for lnformatlon rrapectlng localltles wblcb I could not 
olalt 
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long period and formed a thick coating of humus, which, torn off by a 
mighty flood, might be carried into the basin, there to become coal. It 
has been suggated many times that such removal would be necssary in 
order to maintain continued growth of the forest, there being something 
in humus which is repugnant to treee. 

The latter sugge&ion should be considered first, for it has been urged 
as showing that the transport doctrine is the necessary explanation of a 
thick mass like the B O U R ~  bed, almost unbroken by partings. But it is 
due to a misconception of the conditions. Plants do not find repulsive 
materials in humus. Almost 150 years ago, De LUC mote in one of his 
letters that the old fortifications of Oldenburg, made of material taken 
from the swam@, were covered with treea showing remarkably luxuriant 
growth. It is well known that advancing swamps deatroy forests by 
obstructing the drainage, so that the trees are literally drowned by the 
increasing moiture. There are many plants, among them some trees, 
which not only endure the moisture, but even thrive in the moist humus ; 
some indeed attain their best estate only when growing in the humus 
itself. The cedar of the New Jersey swamps, as shown by Cook man! 
yearn ago, yields its finest wood only where the roots do not reach the 
subsoil ; for where the swamp is shallow and the roots penetrate the under- 
lying beds only inferior wood is produced. The vast thickness of appar- 
ently uninterrupted coal in the Bourran bed is in no sen6e an argument 
in favor of origin by transport; on the contrary, it  may be an important 
argument against the doctrine as applied to the necazeville bnsin. 

The floods, upon which some authors lay great stress, could do little 
along the lines of the streams, even were the valleys as wide at bottom as 
are those now crossing the basin. It is true that large s t ream in flood 
carry houses and logs, but thofie are, so to speak, only loose materials lifted 
from open spaces. Transported trees are merely those which have fallen 
into the water from undermined banks. But along the streams entering 
the basin, the amount of vegetable matter available for removal could be 
in only insignificant quantity. The area with abundance of vegetation 
was mostly in the foreRted upland region, which is supposed to have been 
a rolling surface, ill-drained in portions, with broad rather deep swales 
in which at time8 the water would collect and flow with increasing force, 
these conditions being most favorable for accumulation of humue or half- 
decayed vegetable matter. This humus cover on the upper surfaces could 
not be affected by the moving waters; the only spaces to be considered are 
the lower broad hollows falling toward the streams, through which the 
mass of water would tend to flow rapidly. 

h e  must recognize that the conditions observed in flood8 of the Seine 
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and h i r e  are not the same 88 those probable in the region under consid- 
eration. Those rivers rise in the highlande and flow for a long distance 
through a plain country. Yet there are resemblancea and the movements 
of the water are much the same. The devastation produced by rain- 
floods is not brought about by the moving water directly, but by the ma- 
terial which is carried, and that is collected by the way. In any case, 
the water does not come down as a high wave, but with the face rising 
gradually up stream. No matter how rapid the rise of a rain-flood may 
be, it is gradual, and only loose materials lying on the surface are gath- 
ered up to be carried off. When deep, the water movea slowly below, 
rapidly above. If the flood pass over a forested plain, its speed i checked 
in flowing through spaces between the trees, and practically the only 
injury done is by deposit of mineral material. Even when a flood passes 
over meadow land bordering the stream the destruction is by burying the 
soil, as every one knows who has observed the conditions on rivers subject 
to floods. After a high flood on the Connecticut river, the maize growing 
on unprotected soil of the “bottoms” had not been washed away; but the 
rapidly moving water a t  six feet above the ground had pushed against 
the spreading tops and had overturned the plants, which lay spread on the 
surface. The peat b o p  existing in many places along the sides of the 
river have been exposed to floods, great floods, for centuries, but they are 
intact except along the border, where undercutting of the loose material 
on which they rest has caused portions to fall into the stream and has 
made the edge ragged. Kuntze has told the same story about the great 
peat areas of the TJa Plata region. 

That the running water of floods is not the direct cause of destruction 
i A  certain. Every one has observed little islands in streams subject to 
floods, islands covered with treee, though in flood time these may be sub- 
merged for a brief period to the depth of 10 feet or more. The streams 
issuing from the eastern face of the Rocky Mountaim are given to fre- 
quent rise of 10 or more feet, the rise being very sudden, yet many of 
them have wooded islets, most inviting camping places for the inex- 
perienced traveler. Above Vigeois, between Brive and Limoges, the 
stream has been dammed. Near the head of the pond, the writer saw in 
1910 a young tree about eight feet high growing midway in the stream 
in the cleft of a large rock fragment and only a few inches above the 
level of the water. That tree had reRisted the floods of a t  least five years, 
and some of the floods in that torrent must be extremely violent. Unless 
the Rtream be loaded with dCbrie, it can do little damage to the flooded 
area : i t  will not tear up peat bop ,  it will not remove the humns, it will 
do insignificant injury to a formt. 
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It is evident that conditions necessary for serious destructive work 
could not exist in the upland area under consideration. In that area, 
covered by dense vegetation, the waters would collect slowly in the lower 
portions; flowing from the humuwovered surface under the forests, they 
would be almost limpid and with no mineral detritus, carrying only such 
chance stems ae had escaped entahglement while floating through the 
forest. Even in the broad hollows the flow would be impeded by a dense 
growth of herbaceous plank, so that rapid movement could be attained 
only when the water reached the s t ream;  and there alone could a load 
of detritus be gathered with which to do cutting. There is no conceiva- 
ble mode whereby vegetable matter growing densely on the upland could 
be conveyed to the basin. 

In this connection another matter requires coneideration. The Boui - 
ran coal bed, not less than 90 feet thick at  Decazeville, is a practically 
continuous mass, unbroken by persistent clay partings, and it extends 
with decreasing thickness over much of the basin. No matter which 
theory of formation be accepted, transport or in situ, one must recognize 
that the accumulation of such a mass would require a great length of 
time. If one accept the transport theory, a great area is essential as 
8ource of Supply, and equally a vast period of time. The suggestion that 
a single flood might provide material for a coal bed, by bringing d o w ~  
vegetable debris which had accumulated during a long period, involves in- 
surmountable difficulties. The total area tributary to the basin could not 
have exceeded 3.50 square miles; the material for the Bourran coal bed 
would requirr a cover of humus at  leaRt 20 feet thick over the whole area, 
and this would have to be removed by a flood of a type unknown and 
operating as no flood of modern times acts, for the whole mass from the 
whole area would have to be brought down. The auggeation, moreover, 
is not consistent with an argument offered by its author in support of the 
delta theory. for it demands a thichefis of humus whirh would be fatal 
to growing plants. In any event, one can readily gee that the inpouring 
of a flood so terrific in extent would chum up the little lake and all light 
materials would be driven at  once to the outlet, to be deposited far out- 
side of the basin. 

I t  ia equally difficult to underfitand how the great bed could be formed 
by gradual depoRit of tranaported vegetable matter during the vast period 
of time. One is told that during formation of the sterile deposib. the 
Atreams concentrated their attention upon inorganic materials and that 
during the great floods, they concentrated their attention upon vegetable 
matter. Surh intelligent discrimination on the part of running water 
i* incv-erlihlr. 



One may not appeal here to Payol's ingenious explanation of condi- 
lions observed a t  Cornmentry, for tliose conditions do not exist in the 
1)ecazeville basin. In  the former basin, the bifurcation of the Grande 
(louche toward the  shoreline IS regarded as evidence that while the delta 
adranced, coal was deposited continuously in  the basin beyond, but the 
tleposition was interrupted on the delta slope; so that several thin beds, 
widely separated a t  the shore mipht he one far out in the basin. That  
ap lana t ion  is not available for I)ecaseville, for no such relation exists 
1)etuVeen the coal beds there, the greatest intervals between them being in 
the central and eastern parts of the basin. 

Whatever may or may not be the worth of the Fayol doctrine respect- 
ing the formation of coal heds ;IS applied to other localities, the fact 
rrmains tha t  the fundamental rc~c~u~rc~inrnts of that  doctrine do not exist 
in the Decaireville rrgion. The doc+rinc is wholIy exact when applied to 
t lie accumulation of inorpni , ,  rnatcJrials. but one must look elsewhrrr for 
, in  explanation accounting for the ac.ci~miilstion of the coal beds, an PX- 

planation consistent with pl~enonic~iia known to have e x i s t d  a t  many 
Iwiods in the earth's h i~ to rv  and known to be existing n o w .  . l n d  this is 
found only in the dovtrine of origin iri &L. 

JIISTOIIT OF THE DECAZEVI1.I.R BASIN 

In the  latrr portion of the Carhonifrrons. a triangnfnr hlock of schist 
:ind c o m e  granite was dropprd within the thr r r  limitiilg faults. with it3 
surface filoping gentlv toward the fiouthrast, thiis Ziring a slight depres- 
uinn, in form of a gaping fault. Vidwrnv on the rastrrn side. near tho 
present village of F i m v ,  therr F P P ~ I Q  to  havr heen a valley. rroded hv a 
pregxisting Rtream, and with floor still hrlow that of thr deprrawd arra. 
The vertical displacement, Pmall a t  first, was Rufficirnt to disturh the 
drainage, for streams rntering from the south rvidrntlv nriginatrd at  
!his timc.. Water from sides esrapcd through the outlet near Firms. 
while detritus was dropped on the hn rdm.  The  efipecial line of weak- 
nPsR was along the southcastern ~i(1r. where subsidenrr continiird until 
the ffoor sank beneath the oritlet vallev and water accumolatrd tn form a 
pond with an arra of sevrral square milea. The little streams carried 
their load8 into the pond. fillrd it and flowed arrm the newly made land. 
The  finer materials, sprrad during flood time over this area, converted i t  
into a muddy flat, of which plant8 took poswmion. During extremely 
elom suhsidencr, vegdahle dbhriq accurniilatrd in the Rwamp to form the 
Soiilier-AhiracR coal hrd. ConditionR favoring mch growth and  accumu- 
lation ohtainrd first ahrrr f h p  TTantr Scrrr and T,iigan depodg  wrre con- 
fliimt. and thrnrv thpr rytpnrlpd c lnn ly  in rach dirertinn. 
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But the subsidence became more rapid along the eastern border, the 
land surface sank below the outlet, the pond was formed anew and with 
gradually increasing area. Evidently the movement waa enough to dis- 
turb the 1itt:e streams at the southeast, to render them torrential, so as 
to SWWP out the pebbles, large and small, which had accumulated, as 
well 89 to provide a continuing supply. But this condition was of corn- 
paratjvely brief duration, and one finds above the feldapathic congloher- 
ate a recurrence of shales and more or less coarm sandstones. Once more 
the area is one of muddy flats, but much larger than before. This condi- 
tion was reached first between the Enne and Riou Mort, where the marshv 
growth which wag to give the Campagnac bed originated. There the 
streams from north, east and south had dropped their finer materials and 
thence the marah expanded, until it reached the border on all aides of thr 
swampy area. Whether or not it extended to the southeast corner cannot 
be determined. In any cme, the subsidence was irregular in that part 
of the basin; the Haute Serre brook was more or less torrential for con- 
Riderable periods, and the advance of the Campagnac marsh across ity 
deposits was interrupted several times. The Haute Serre and TlonpuP- 
fort streams covered the swamp again and again with more or less coanr 
deposik, so that the bifurcation of the bed &B it crosseg the area of dr- 
posit is one of the most interesting features observed in the basin. Rii t  

this condition had ceased practically a t  an early period in the history of 
the Campagnac coal bed. The vest thicknesa of that bed in the central 
part of the area and the decreasing thickness in all directions suffice to 
show that the great marsh had its origin near Cransac. The gentle sub- 
Ridence was long-continued, permitting the accumulation of more than 
100 feet of coal. 
One would expect to find that so long a period of comparative quiet 

waR followed by one of rapid and extensive adjastment. and in the bmin 
of Decaxeville the expectation is fiilfilled. Sohsidence, &ill mostly in thp 
cast and south, again brought the swampy surface below water and it was 
imered with a thin coat of fine detritus. The streams became torrential 
at the east and fiouth, pushing their loads of coarfie material into all por- 
tions of the flooded area. The water wm alwnyR of moderate depth, 
frequent shale beds Rhow that the streams were often duggish, whilc 
occasional deposits of coal and coaly material are evidence that here and 
there mud banks reached to the surface and became swamps. But for the 
most part, condition6 were unfavorable to the development of plante, and 
mineral deposits continued to a maximum thickness of 750 feet. a mas!: 
practically devoid of coal. 
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During this long period the water-covered area expanded, and very 
possibly 6ome of the deposits in the western portion,.assigned by Berge- 
ron, JardeI and Picandct to the Bourran system, may antedate slightly 
the Grande Couche de Boiirran. I t  is wholly probable that many of the 
later deposits there are contemporaneous with earlier parts of the Bour- 
ran bed. Until the closing stages of the Campagnac system, the western 
third of the basin had been above water and its rocks had been exposed 
10 subaerial agencies, while the streams draining the western border had 
w r i e d  their water and their loads to the eastern side. But toward the 
close of Campagnac deposition, the relative conditions were changed; the 
iinstable east side became cornparat ively stahle, while the hitherto stable 
west side subsided rapidlv. While the eastern portion of the baain was 
becoming an area of nitid fl;ib, thr western portion bwame a pond into 
which streams from that side dropped their coarse materials and the silts 
were carried eastward to I J ~  spreiid over the emerging land. This condi- 
tion continued into the Soiirran. 

When the area between the Enne and liiou Mort, midway in the basin, 
I I ; ~  been converted into an ill-drained plain, the swamp took pogsession 
and advanced thence in a11 directions, rapidly toward the east, but less 
rapidly toward the north and the south. The period of very gentle sub- 
d e n c e ,  following the abrupt change on the west side, was very long, 
sufficing for the accumiilation of at least 100 feet of coal within the 
original area. The western portion of  the basin was filled slowly, and it 
aeems probable that there was little addition to the swamp land in that 
direction, until latc in the formation of the Rourran bed. The irregu- 
larities of the swamp border at the weat are proved by the clay partings 
in that direction, especially in the southern prolongation of the bed, 
where thc stream deposits were ronfluent. 

Slow subsidence of the whole block continued long after the accumula- 
tion of the Bourran bed. The streams had cut down their channels, and 
:IS they flowed n w r  t h v  rnargh. thev deposited only fine material until i~ 

thickness of at  lead 150 feet had been reached, in marked contrast with 
cmditions succeeding the formation of the Campagnac bed. More rapid 
adjustment followid, thc qprrd of the Atreams was increafled and the Car- 
tionifernus wa8 dnsrd H deposit of moderately marfie sandstones. 
‘I’here was no retiirn o f  mal-niaking ronflitions. After the deposition of 
sweral hiindred frct of r(wk. the land and freshwater features disap- 
peared, and the Permian si’a invaded the basin from the south and laid 
down i t s  beds in practical conformitv with the older Aeries below. 

Bergeron, 
.lardel and I’icandet, r v h i >  drvnted i n w h  time to the investigation. fieem 

Thr date of andesitic eruption is Anmewhat uncertain. 
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inclined to believe that the eruptions canie at different times. The rock 
is a notable feature in the northern part of the basin, but it is not con- 
tined to that area. Three islets of eruptive raok, in part andesite, are 
seen north from Lugan, which are in line with an islet of andesite in the 
northwestern corner, as \Pel1 as with prongs of an “altered prophyritic 
rock” projecting from the southern border near Lugan. Cross sections 
by Bergeron, Jardel and Picandet as well as those by Saint-Martin show 
that in approaching those islets from the east, the coal is turned up 
toward the west. Saint-Martin’s sections farther north and south, in 
which the eruptive rocks do not come to the surface, show similar ar- 
rangement of the coal beds. Along this line the eruptive rock is newer 
than the Permian, since that system is involved in the folds. The com- 
plicated structure of the basin probably dates from the issue of thew 
rocks; the petty outcrops are only projecting portions of a great mass 
below, continuous from the southern to the northern part of the basin. 
For the most part, the local faults and other irregularities of bedding, 
thought to be due to caiises acting during deposit, have resulted mercllv 
from movements of softer between harder hrds during the final (11s- 

tiirbance. 



PLATI XLV 

FIQ. l.-OUTCBOP OF MUREAN COAL BED AT FIBMY. 

FIQ. 2.-sOUTHERLY END OF THE DECAZEVIILE DdCOUVEBTE 

The old worklngs are shown In the background. wlth funie8 due to 
spontaneous combustlon. 





PLALTB xv 
FIQ. 1.-A '?.~CAL FAULT'' IN THE EALITEBLY WAIL OF TEE DECAZJXIUC 

DtCO€I%XESE 

Fru. P.-THR mmmm D B ~ ~ K  

Shows effects of spontaneous combustion. 
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